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CULUGAN ‘S OF FLORIDA

RESPONDENT
f*

P E T I T I O N F O R R E L I E F

Petitioner files this-Petition for Relief from an Unlawful Employment Practice and says:

1. PETITIONER’S NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER ARE AS FOLLOWS

Gregory L Coheiry

Name:

1446 North East 21st Ave.
Street or P.O. Box

Gaineswille Florida 32609
City, State, Zip >•*

352 - 336-6130
Area Code & Phone Number ( ).

it

2. RESPONDENTS NAME ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER ARE AS FOLLOWS:
\t

Culligan of Florida c/o Keith L Hammond
Name:

390 North Orange Avenue Suite 1285
Street or P.O. Box



Orlando, Florida 32801

City Code & Phone Number ( )

Fonn FGHR (2 OF 3)

PETITION FOR RELIEF
Page Two

3. RESPONDENT HAS VIOLATED THE FLORIDA CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1992, AS AMENDED, INMANNER SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED BELOW:

Denied me (Gregory L Cohen) Opportunities to train for the selling of household systems and water filtrationsystems based on my race and retaliated against me when I call the headquarters hotline, by suspending me
for one week with out pay. Also, the respondent also lied by stating that I was a part time employee when allcompany documentation states that I was a full time employee. The respondent engaged in segregating
myself and other minorities into the bottled water section, while hiring all white males for household systems
and softeners sales. The Respondent did with specific intent authorized me to take company equipment out
of the company warehouse and engaged in the act of setting up new accounts on the same days that meetingswere to have taken place. In other words, they sent me out on company business and then turned around andpunished me for missing a meeting that I knew nothing about. The respondent did with intent denied memoney that should have automatically been reimbursed to me after the new account stayed with the servicefor longer than six months. I was treated differently than my white counterparts in most area of
employment The respondent lied when asked by the commission if they denied me training, by stating that Iwas encouraged to train, when they knew that they had sent me e-mails stating why they would not let metrain or sell household merchandise. Respondent repeatedly lied to the commission’s investigator about the
alleged facts of the complaint My civil rights were violated because I as a black person was not allowed oreven considered for area of sales reserved for just white males. When I spoke o u t , I was suspended for oneweek with out pay and later fired. Finally Ms Katrina Harris (investigator for the FCHR) also violated mycivil rights, by not properly investigating my complaint. I have documentation to support my initial
complaint and this request for a hearing.

4. THE DISPUTED ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT,IF ANY,ARE AS LISTED BELOW

Issue #1: Respondent did in fact deny me training for household sales. I have the company e-mail
to me to prove it. Uh I was reprimanded and suspended for missing meetings while I was on
official Company business, with the managers9 authorization to set up accounts and deliver the
merchandise the same day of the meetings. #3: Some meetings the manager did not show up
himself. Also other white employees never came to a sale meeting the whole while I was working
for culligan except for once. I also add that Ms Katrina Harris repeatedly misstated,
misrepresented and on a couple of occasions lied about what my claims were. Ms Harris also
showed that she did not conduct a true investigation, because she made to many misquotes and
mistakes as to the true facts of my complaint She also failed to read my supporting documentationthat I forwarded to the FCHR office. If she had read my information, she would have known that
the people from culligan were lying to her. Culligan did with intent not pay me some of my charge
back money, while giving white employees their chargeback money in a timely manner. It took
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DESCRIBED BELOW.
RESPONDENT HAS VIOLATED THE FLORIDA CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1992. AS AMENDED, INDenied me (Gregory L Cohen) Opportunities to train for the selling of household systems and water filtrationsystems based on my race and retaliated against me when I call the headquarters hotline, by suspending mefor one week with out pay. Also, the respondent also lied by stating that I was a part time employee when allcompany documentation states that I was a full time employee. The respondent engaged in segregatingmyself and other minorities into the bottied water section, whiie hiring ail white males for household systemsand softeners sales. The Respondent did with specific intent authorized me to take company equipment outof the company ^varchousc and engaged in the act of setting up new accounts on the same days that (teetingswere to have taken place. In other words, they sent me out on company business and then turned around andpunished me for missing a meeting that I knew nothing about. The respondent did with intent denied

money that should have automatically been reimbursed to me after the new account stayed with the service
for longer than six months. I was treated differently than my white counterparts in most area of
employment. The respondent lied when asked by the commission if they denied me training, by stating that I
was encouraged to train, when they knew that they had sent me e-mails stating why they would not let me
train or sell household merchandise. Respondent repeatedly lied to the commission’s investigator about the
alleged facts of the complaint My civil rights were violated because I as a black person was not allowed or
even considered for area of sales reserved for just white males. When I spoke out , I was suspendecWor one
w eek with out pay and later fired. Finally Ms Katrina Harris (investigator for the FCHR) also violated my
civil rights, by not properly investigating my complaint. I have documentation to support my initial
complaint and this request for a hearing.

— ;

m e

4. THE DISPUTED ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT,IF ANY,ARE AS LISTED BELOW

Issue #1: Respondent did in fact deny me training for household sales. I have the company e-mail
to me to prove it. #2: I was reprimanded and suspended for missing meetings while I was on
official Company business, with the managers9 authorization to set up accounts and deliver the
merchandise the same day of the meetings. #3: Some meetings the manager did not show up
himself. Also other white employees never came to a sale meeting the whole while I was working
for culligan except for once. I also add that Ms Katrina Harris repeatedly misstated,
misrepresented and on a couple of occasions lied about what my claims were. Ms Harris also
showed that she did not conduct a true investigation, because she made to many misquotes and
mistakes as to the true facts of my complaint. She also failed to read my supporting documentation
that I forwarded to the FCHR office. If she had read my information, she would have known that
the people from culligan were lying to her. Culligan did with intent not pay me some of my charge
back money, w hile giving w hite employees their chargeback money in a timely manner. It took
almost two years and six letters to headquarters, before they would even look to see if I had been
cheated.



5. THE ULTIMATE FACTS ALLEGED & ENTITLEMENT TO RELIEF ARE AS LISTEDBELOW,

The ultimate facts of this complaint are that I have culligan own memos, e-mails, copies of accountswith dates, that show that culligan willfully and with intent discriminated against me, lied to theirown headquarters, who in turned helped to falsify statements to the FCHR about the complaint Ifile. The entitlement to relief should be compensated for lost wages ,wrongful termination, painand suffering, discrimination, deprivation of character and mental duress and anguish. Thereason that I am seeking these things is that I have over 18 years of experience with watertreatment and water treatment systems. I was qualified for various positions within the U S FilterCorporation. Culligan managers knew this from the beginning. Instead of utilizing my certifiedskills in water treatment, they chose to use my skills and certification nullify me from considerationin all others areas of employment with the Company, because they did not want any blacks makingbig commission with culligans of north central Florida. If given the chance at a hearing I canprove my case with ex-coworkers statements, e-mails from headquarters, copies of commissionsheets and copies of accounts set by me on behalf of the company, which will prove that therespondent did engage in discrimination and retaliation. And that the investigator did not do herjob, which in it self is a denial of my civil rights.

WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays that the Florida Commission on Human Relations enter its orderprohibiting the unlawful employment practice and granting such affirmative relief as may be justand equitable in this cause.
Gregory L Cohen

PETITIONER
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Petitioner files this Petition for Relief from a Discriminatory Housing Practice and says:

1. PETTnONER’S NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER ARE AS FOLLOWS:
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PETITION FOR RELIEF
Page Two

3. RESPONDENT HAS/VlOLATED THE FLORIDA FAIR HOUSING ACT, AS AMENDED, IN
THE MANNER SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED BELOW:
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WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays that the Florida Commission on Human Relations enter its order
prohibiting the discriminatory housing practice and granting such affirmative relief -as m^y be just and
equitable in this cause. /
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STATE OF FLORIDA

FLORIDA COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONSHAY -Q AM 8- 57n !\ i C

A0W > piRA .HEAWIBSFLORIDA COMMISSION ON HUMAN
RELATIONS, on behalf of TAMMY BRION

Petitioner,

FCHR No. 21-90768H
vs.

CUMBERLAND VALLEY INVESTMENTS,
INC. D/B/A LEISURE MEADOWS MOBILE
HOME PARK,

Respondent,

PETITION FOR RELIEF

COMES NOW the Petitioner, Florida Commission on Human Relations, by and through

their undersigned attorneys, and files this Petition for Relief from a Discriminatory Housing

Practice and alleges:

Essential Allegations of Material Fact

Petitioner, Florida Commission on Human Relations (“Commission”) is a state1.

governmental agency charged with responsibility for investigating complaints of housing

discrimination pursuant to Section 760.32, Florida Statutes.

Respondent, Cumberland Valley Investments, Inc. (“Respondent” or Cumberland2.

Valley”) is a Pennsylvania for-profit corporation that owns and operates Leisure Meadows

Mobile Home Park (“Leisure Meadows”) located in Lake County, Florida.

At all relevant times, Robert Noe was the manager of Leisure Meadows and an3.

employee of Respondent.



On or about November 8, 2001, Tammy Brion filed a housing discrimination4.

complaint with the Commission alleging she was denied the opportunity to move into Leisure

Meadows because of familial status. Ms. Brion lives with her husband and three minor children

and thus is protected on the basis of familial status. Section 760.22(5), Florida Statutes.
5. On or about August 27, 2001, Ms. Brion entered into a contract with the estate of

Nathaniel L. Nowell to purchase a mobile home located in Leisure Meadows. The contract was

subject to Ms. Brion securing an occupancy agreement or lease to rent the lot on which the

mobile home was situated.

6. On or about August 29, 2001, Ms. Brion called the Leisure Meadows office and

spoke to Mr. Noe regarding rental of a mobile home lot. Mr. Noe informed Ms. Brion that

because of the size of her family, the monthly rental was $220 per month instead of the usual

$185 per month.

7. On or about August 29, 2001, Ms. Brion went to the park office to submit the

rental application and she identified the particular mobile home lot that she wished to rent. At

that time, Mr. Noe told her that children were not permitted to live there because many senior

citizens lived on that street.

8. Leisure Meadows is not qualified as “Housing for Older Persons” and therefore,

it is not exempt from those provisions of the Fair Housing Act that prohibit discrimination

against families with children. See Section 760.29(4), Florida Statutes.

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 760.34, Florida Statutes, the Commission9.

conducted and completed an investigation of the complaint. On or about August 6, 2002, the

Commission issued a Notice of Determination: Cause and Administrative Charge, charging the

2



Respondent with engaging in discriminatory housing practices in violation of the Fair Housing

Act, which was served on the parties.

10. Ms. Brion elected to have the Commission resolve the charge in an administrative

proceeding pursuant to Section 760.35, Florida Statutes.

The Commission’s efforts to conciliate the case were not successful and the11.

Commission has filed Notice of Failure of Conciliation (Exhibit A).

Count I

Based on the foregoing, Respondent has denied the rental of a mobile home lot because

of familial status, in violation of 760.23(1), Florida Statutes.
Count II

Based on the foregoing, Respondent discriminated in the terms, conditions or privileges

of rental because of familial status in violation of Section 760.23(2), Florida Statutes.

Count III

Based on the foregoing, Respondent has made, printed, and published, or cause to be

made, printed, or published notices, statements, or advertisements, with respect to the sale or

rental of a dwelling that indicated a preference, limitation, or discrimination based on familial

status, in violation of 760.23(3), Florida Statutes.
WHEREFORE, Petitioner respectfully requests that this Court enter an ORDER

prohibiting the unlawful housing practice and granting damages and other relief as may be just

and equitable in this cause.

3



Attorneys for Petitioner

Florida Bar No.: 510701
VICKI D. JOHNSON
Florida Bar No.: 0986471
2009 Apalachee Parkway, Suite 100
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Telephone: (850) 488-7082

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

t£kI hereby certify that on the
certified U.S. Mail to Tammy Brion at 9201 CR 641, Bushnell, FL 33513 and Ray Nicarry,
President of Cumberland Valley Investments, Inc. d/b/a/ Leisure Meadows Mobile Home Park at
1920 Marion County Road, Weirsdale, FL 34781.

day of March 2003, a copy of the foregoing was mailed by

4
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Petitioner files this Petition for Relief from an Unlawful Employment Practice and says:

1. PETITIONER'S NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER ARE AS FOLLOWS:

Name:
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Sr AuG,os>r/ Ai£ EL 32og<^>

Street or P.O.Box

City, Stale, Zip

q o l , 7?4- i 3 3^Area Code & Phone Number (.
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PETITION FOR RELIEF
Page Two
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3. RESPONDENT HAS VIOLATED THE FLORIDA CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1992, AS

AMENDED, IN THE MANNER SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED BELOW:

See OnsmiSQ. Pfi&F-

4. THE DISPUTED ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT, IF ANY, ARE AS LISTED BELOW:

See

5. THE ULTIMATE FACTS ALLEGED & ENTITLEMENT TO RELIEF ARE AS LISTED BELOW:

WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays that the Florida Commission on Human Relations enter its order

prohibiting the unlawful employment practice and granting such affirmative relief as may be just and

equitable in this cause. t

PETITIONER

Form FCHR -Q 17 (3 of 3)



Page TwoPETITION FOR RELIEF

3. RESPONDENT HAS VIOLATED THE FLORIDA CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1992 AS
AMENDED, IN THE MANNER SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED BELOW:

I went to the Human Resource Department at my place of employment, to try to have

a gender discrimination dispute dealt with and corrected. They did not correct the

situation. I continued to file complaints, without results, and spoke directly to the

President of the company. The problems and harassment continued after the
complaints.

After an injury I received on the job, my employer discussed my harassment
complaint with a work comp special investigator and adjuster, and shared the files with

them.
They then requested unusually extensive amounts of paperwork from the work comp

doctor that was handling my care. The doctor refused to fill them out, saying that t£e
release that he had given me was enough, and simple to understand. Work comp-dnd^|j

my employer acknowledged the doctor’s response that he was not going to comply^
I am being held responsible for the work comp doctor’s failure to fill out the

requested forms.
The hostile working environment did not stop after I complained.

r;t, *-
>>— CD

7.T) 'prn
l

CO

_r
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4. THE DISPUTED ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT, IF ANY ARE AS LISTED BELOW:^ o— r

The complaints that I had made in the past were brought up and taken into
consideration in my work comp claim. The senior work comp investigator, David Valdes,

told me about his discussion with the director of the Human Resource Department.
Senior Investigator Valdes told me that the HR Director had given the files to him to be
put in with my injury claim. Mr. Valdes told me, verbatim, how bad this looked for me.

He also repeated confidential information from my harassment complaint.
I maintained a constant communication with my employer to try to get myself put

back to work, but kept getting put off. The doctor’s refusal to fill out the excessive
paperwork was used as an excuse to keep me from returning to work. I believe this was
in retaliation for the complaint I had made about the gender discrimination.

5. THE ULTIMATE FACTS ALLEGED & ENTITLEMENT TO RELIEF ARE AS LISTED
BELOW:

My employer keeping me from returning to work was in retaliation for having
complained about discrimination.

Ihave suffered damages, both financial and emotional. These include, but are not
limited to, back pay and benefits. I am still considered an employee of the company,

and have remained in that status. I believe that I am at least entitled to the full extent of
relief and reimbursement that the law will allow in this case.

WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays that the Florida Commission on Human Relations enter its
order prohibiting the unlawful employment practice and granting such affirmative relief as
may be just and equitable in this cause.

-5>

Qfl&tn
PETITIONER
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Petitioner files this Petition for Relief from an Unlawful Employment Practice and says:

1. PETITIONER'S NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER ARE AS FOLLOWS:

Name: Bruce St. Hillaire c/o Gayle S. Graziano

244 North Ridgewood AvenueStreet or P.O.Box

32114Daytona Beach, FLCity, State, Zip

258-7440Area Code & Phone Number ( 386 .)

2. RESPONDENTS NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER ARE AS FOLLOWS:

Marian Deadwiley, Asst. Chief, Florida Dept, of CorrectionsName:

2601 Blairstone RoadStreet or P.O.Box

Tallahassee, FLCity, State, Zip

Area Code & Phone Number ( 850 ) 488-1250

\
Form FCHR-017 (2 of 3)
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PETITION FOR RELIEF
Page Two
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3. RESPONDENT HAS VIOLATED THE FLORIDA CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1992, AS
AMENDED, IN THE MANNER SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED BELOW:

Rp.qpnnripnt-. fpi ipd hn investigate and take appropriate action

against 2 black employees for violating Dept, policy and injuring

Instead ,as a result of Petitioner seeking redress,Petitioner. >

through Departmental Grievance procedures, he was singled out,

"trouble maker" and suffered adverse job assignments/designated a

transfers and other adverse personnel actions as a result thereof.

(See attached statement that was previously provided to the two

investigators who have been investigating this matter for 2 years).

4. THE DISPUTED ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT, IF ANY, ARE AS LISTED BELOW:

The DOC failed to take appropriate action against two black employees

of Dept. Policy. The DOC wrongfullydue to their race for violation

retaliated against the Complaintant by creating a hostile work

, adverse personnel actionsenvironment and through disparate

5. THE ULTIMATE FACTS ALLEGED & ENTITLEMENT TO RELIEF ARE AS LISTED BELOW:

In that certain acts of retaliation occured in 2001, the complaint

Complaintant has shown awas timely filed by the Complaintant.

pattern of disparate, racially motivated conduct that has adversely

Complaintant should beaffected his employment relationship.

compensated for his losses due to Respondent's illegal conduct.

WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays that the Florida Commission on Human Relations enter its order
prohibiting the unlawful employment practice and grainingj
equitable in this cause.

aTTinnativc relief as be just and

PETITIONER

Form FCHR-0 t 7 (3 of 3)
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May 9, 2003

Mrs. Denise Crawford
Human Relations Commission
2009 Apalachee Parkway, Suite 100
Tallahassee, FL 32301-4857

Bruce St. Hiliare
FCHR 2102721

RE:

Dear Ms. Crawford:

As per our conversation, here is the original envelope to
Amanda woods a^d copy of contents (letter & copy of petition).

Should you have any questions please contact me at the numbers
listed above.
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Bruce S t . H i l l a i r e
PETITIONER

FCHR No. 2102721
EEOC No . 15 DA 200468

F lo r i da Depa r tmen t o f Cor r ec t i ons
RESPONDENT

P E T I T I O N F O R R E L I E F

Petitioner files this Petition for Relief from on Unlawful Employment Practice and says:

1. PETITIONER'S NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER ARE AS FOLLOWS:

Name: B ruce S t . H i l l a i r e c/o Gay le S . Graz i ano

St r ee t o r P.O.Box 244 Nor th Ridgewood Avenue

Day tona Beach , FL 32114City , State, Zip

Area Code &. Phone Number ( 386 258-7440)

2. RESPONDENTS NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER ARE AS FOLLOWS:

Name: Mar i an Deadwi l ey , Ass t . Ch ie f , F lo r i da Dep t , o f Cor r ec t i ons

2601 B la i r s t one RoadSt r ee t o r P.O.Box

Ta l l aha s see , FLCity , State , Zip

Area Code & Phone Number ( 850 ) 488-1250

Fonn FCHR-017 (2 of 3)



PETITION FOR RELIEF
Page Two

3. RESPONDENT HAS VIOLATED THE FLORIDA CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1992, AS
AMENDED, IN THE MANNER SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED BELOW:

Respondent failed to investigate and take appropriate action

against 2 black: employees for violating Dept , policy and injuring

Petitioner. Instead as a result of Petitioner seeking redress,

through Departmental Grievance procedures , he was singled out,

designated a "trouble maker" and suffered adverse job assignments/

transfers and other adverse personnel actions as a result thereof.

(See attached statement that was previously provided to the two

investigators who have been investigating this matter for 2 years).

4. THE DISPUTED ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT, IF ANY, ARE AS LISTED BELOW;

The DOC failed to take appropriate action against two black employees

of Deot. Policy. The DOC wrongfullydue to their race for violation

retaliated against the Complaintant by creating a hostile work

environment and through disparate , adverse personnel actions

5. THE ULTIMATE FACTS ALLEGED & ENTITLEMENT TO RELIEF ARE AS LISTED BELOW;

the complaintIn that certain acts of retaliation occured in 2001,

Complaintant has shown awas timely filed by the Complaintant.

pattern of disparate, racially motivated conduct that has adversely

Complaintant should beaffected his employment relationship.
compensated for his losses due to Respondent 's illegal conduct.

WHEREFORE. Petitioner prays that the Florida Commission on Human Relations enter its order
prohibiting the unlawful employment practice and granting sbdraTriirnaiive relief as
equitable in this cause.

be just and

/
/ .

PETITIONER
Form FCHR -017 (3 u f 3)
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DIARY OF EVENTS

On or about July 1 -7.1999. CPSO Mike Gallon came into this officer's office during
work hours and stated various opinions regarding my personal relationship with Ofcr
Tanya Folsom( at that time 1 had already decided to break this relationship off and had
procured new living arrangements at a new residence which can be verified by cps
Pischera ) and Cpso Frederick of whom he was a crt ofcr with. I noted to ofcr Gallon it
was not his or the dept 's concern and to stay out of my persona! business. He then noted a
lot of people knew and something "bad" was about to happen so watch out . Also, my
supervisor. Velma Brown, was aware as well and always asked questions regarding same
to mvself as well as other officers which was none of her business.

Subsequently, when I was off the following day, both Gallon and Brown (Gallon
admitted later to DCA Mills this occurred) went through this officer's desk drawers and
in the bottom drawer was a card in an envelope covered with a gift from ofcr Frederick
for my birthday. Ofcr Gallon noted to DCA Mills that he was there for a short time but
Brown wras in my drawers for 30-45mins looking for personal belongings and made the
comment "someone has to tell Tanya-she has to know”. It should be noted ofcr Folsom
had just went through a major breakup with another ofcr where she was arrested for
battery and spent the night in jail for same.

The following day I came back to work and at approx 12:00pm I rec'd a call from ofcr
Folsom as she was crying hysterically and told me to come home immediately. When I
arrived home she had a letter in her hand noting my relationship with another ofcr.etc.
Even though we had decided to break off the relationship, she was not aware of the other
ofcr UNTIL this letter was rec'd .

This letter was handwritten using DEPT LETTERHEAD,SENT VIA DEPT MAIL,SENT
IN A DEPT ENVELOPE AND REC’D DURING WORK HRS IN HER MAILBOX
THROUGH INNER OFFICE MAIL. These were all major violations of dept policy.

This letter contained information regarding my personal relationship with ofcr Frederick
and told various info regarding the items in my drawer at work and further told her to
ftvake up girl” as I would never change and to "open her eyes”,etc

I then took the letter back to work and confronted both Gallon and Brown at separate
times as she was my supervisor. I also showed ofcr Pischera.ofcr Dias.ofcr Frederick as
well as I told Office supervisor Ed Seltzer who was astonished. I followed the chain of
command to the tee. At this time ofcr Gallon stated he had nothing to do with same and
had no knowledge?!later he noted to Mills he did have same). He then took the letter into
Brown’s office and spoke with her for at least 10 mins and came out and gave me back
the letter and waited outside her office door while I spoke with her(door open). I showed
the letter to her and asked if she knew anything as the words were written in text such as
hers but she totally denied having knowledge and further, after I asked for an
investigation of same noted" you're a good looking whiteman and this is bound to



happen to you” you will never find out who did this so just forget about it and move on”.
She did this while taking my hand and rubbing my arm and this was witnessed by Gallon
who told Mills he witnessed same.

After this, it appeared the whole circuit was taking sides and things got uncomfortable as
Folsom made up a story and had a temporary injunction filed against me for various lies
which was later dismissed aug 4,1999. Prior to that 1 had to hire an attomey.C. Michael
Barnett, w'hich cost me $ 1 794.69 as well as I w'as thrown out of my residence due to this
letter with nothing but clothes and had to rent hotel rms.eat out.etc.etc until this mess was
cieared-all because of the letter that was written by a dept supervisor/ofcr.

The worst was still coming though. When 1 was being evicted from my residence until crt
proceedings could be attained, I was told by my Office Supervisor that I was being
reassigned to Deland immediately? I was in shock as everyone knows once you went
there/west side you never come back! I then made an appointment to see CA
Gordon( whose wife works for Gallon's father in the school district and had allowed
Brown various job/preferential treatment throughout her career which will be discussed
later and her husband was then CA Brown) who met with me prior to my 1st reassignment
in Deland somewhere towards the end of July,1999. ( I asked personnel on march,19.2001
for exact dates of reassignment but they noted it was NOT on record and there was no
record of said move?-email attached requesting same with supervisor Fitzpatrick as well
as CA Gordon with no response noted.).I should have known he wouldn’t invetigate per
Dept policy due to the aforementioned but to my surprise he was reassigning me to
Dealnd for 60+days? I then showed him the letter and asked him to make a copy and
investigate this immediately and noted my excellent service so why w;as 1 being
reassigned with my medical problem for which I would not be able to see my local dr
during that time, local ofcr's lived in deland that could be reassigned, I was an instructor
at the academy and would be there for 2 wks approx and had requested a/1 and s/1 (Copy
of leave records attached to reflect numerous days off) which would mean I would be
there for only 2-3 wks tops and could provide NO help if that 's what was needed. My
frame of mind was poor and the best thing to do would be to leave me in 070 for the
above reasons as I didn't even have a place to stay other than a hotel! He didn’t care and
noted’Vou will never find out who wrote this so just drop it and go to Deland till it
‘‘COOLS OFF” and fiirther”this has happened to me before too and 1 never found out
so . .. .”. He then talked me out of a grievance even though I was very upset and told him
this should never happen at work and an investigation was needed but he refused and sent
me to Deland.How could they send me to Deland unless they were trying to hide the
people involved. Dealnd supervisors Fawcett and Pierce and North were overheard
talking about my trans to same in the deland office by ofcr Thompson as Pierce was upset
I was there but supplying no help as I was never there but I was finally sent back after
numerous emails to 070 complaining to Gordon. Why was this info never noted to
personnel of my move and why wasn't this investigated per Dept policy?

I then came back to 070 and continued to do an excellent job(as noted by excellent
perfomance appraisals yrly since being employed ) but was treated unfairly as ofcrs took



sides and created a hostiie work environment as it was stiil unclear why the dept gave
special treatment to those involved.

Prior to returning to 070. 1 came into 070 for work purposes for Vi day in I think
August.1999(exact time date not known but should be on file as was noted to CA Gordon
by Supervisor Seltzer) and after leaving to go to my auto, was attacked by ex husband of
FrederickJeff Anderson, who punched this ofcr in the side of the face as he had a copy of
the letter which was supplied by Folsom and was very upset as he hit me while I was in
my car and opened my door and ran to his car. Fie had waited 3+hrs for me to leave work
to attack me. Supervisor Seltzer then came out and asked if 1 wanted to press charges.etc
and then contacted CA Gordon, who noted "leave it alone" and still refused to investigate
as this letter was causing many problems still.

During the next yr or so after coming back to 070/Daytona main I was very vocal as I am
considered by all who work for the Dept, a leader and was vocal about work load
descrepencies within the dept, especially for certain officers/supervisors. During this
time, as supervisor Brown was hardly ever available during office hrs and her
whereabouts were unknown by then office supervisor Seltzer, she was transfered after
numerous officers complained as well as myself, to 077. She was always at the
hospitalfsickness in the family) but NOT even Seltzer knew where/if she was coming
back and he signed off on most work and complained to Admin/CA Gordon but instead
of investigating her antics, they moved her to 077 as less busy officefthis can be verified
by Seltzer,Supervisor Rogers-077 as well as then DRA Ivey as well as any officer under
her supervision who complained to no avail). She was again given special treatment by
CA Gordon.

Meanwhile, officer Gallon was still, after being promoted to senior ofcr/crt ofcr, still only
doing about 1 /6th-1 /3rd the work other crt ofcr's were doing as he was assigned to a Judge
who had Drug crt and was chief judge as well. His docket reflected this as he had way too
much free time and many officers!at least 5) put it in writing and complained to
supervisor Seltzer.Supervisor Seltzer brought this into to admin only to have them
say”Ieave him alone.etc” per Seltzer.Soon, not only myself, but numerous ofcrs kept
complaining as it was very obdvious this was occurring as Seltzer even noted HE KNEW
GALLON WASN'T AT CJC AS HE WAS SIGNED OUT TO SAME BUT ADMIN
WOULD DO NOTHING AND HE WAS TOLD TO LEAVE IT ALONE.The dept was
having problems with equality in job descriptions so this didn’t sit well with me or any
other officer or supervisor. After Pischera,Frederick.Heidt,Anthony,St .Hilaire,etc
complained about his workload and even brought statistics to show the same and noted
Seltzer's bringing to Adimin to no avail and knowing Gallon was signing out to CJC and
not doing his job, I was called at my house during Thanksgiving vacation 2000 and given
a verbal reprimand by Seltzer per DCA Mills as ofcr Gallon had complained about ofcrs
looking into his work load.etc and he felt discimianted against? 1 noted that numerous
officers were complaining about him and NOT just myself as it was obdvious the special
treatment he was receiving from admin as Seltzer even agreed he had told Mills it was
numerous ofcrs but she said only to give ME a verbal reprimand. Seltzer again agreed he
was getting special treatment but he could do nothing per admin and he had even caught



Gallon signed out one day to CMC' but was at an attorney's office and was leaving and
noted he had to "drop off some info? This was also witnessed by Pischera who was with
Seltzer and this was very common per Seltzer.! then was so upset as I was again being
singled out that I contacted from my house then DRA H. Ivey in his office. He noted in
no w'av should 1 be receiving a reprimand for this without my input,etc and he would
contact Mills Immediate I ly to find out why I was being singled out. I then called Seltzer
and told him of my call to the DRA and he called Mills who then Denied she had Seltzer
call this ofcr with reprimand? He could not explain the turnaround and had already spoke
to Gallon as well per Mills. Again, the story would change as I ' m sure they didn 't think
I’d call Ivey. Ivey noted he was coming into town for a Tow:n Hall meeting!meeting
without sup's,CA's,etc-just ofcrs)to talk about problems.etc that next wk and he would
set up meeting with Mills to see what happened. The meeting was cancelled.as usual, as
Mills noted she never noted that but Seltzer disagreed and said she did

During the Town Hal! meeting many ofcrs complained of workloads and not equal
treatment and Gallon’s came up by numerous ofcrs and stats were given to Ivey to look
into as well as then drug crt ofcr Heidt sent numerous emails to CA Gordon (3-00,8-
00,11-00) noting crt problems and answers as well as the Gallon problem that he had
plenty of time to help and he was a CPSO and she was just a cpo and he should be more
responsible with same. She never re’cd response from anyone but once she sent an email
to then DRA Ivey, he responded via email 11-27-00 after I was verbally reprimanded for
asking the SAME questions, "these are local decisions and it seems some of the
questions/comments raised by Ms. Heidt make sense and have not been answered.
Referring to l )why is drug crt ofcr retained at a cpo level while everyone in the region
uses CPSO’s? 2)the issue of crt ofcr Mike Gallon,whose judge handles drug crt not being
the officer to handle same when it appears his workload is MINIMAL AT
BEST. . . .”Please see the attached email for more info/comments.This email was sent
toDCA,CA as well as the new' DCA Jefferson and Chambers/RA but nothing was ever
done and ofcr Heidt quit subsequently. In her place , instead of numerous suggestions that
Gallon be placed into same, a NEW officer!mike Larson ) was placed into this
positionfwith no training whatsoever) and subsequently, it got so bad, another ofcr was
placed into the same and finally, Gallon helped C Thompson, but had refused to help
Larsonthe will note same as he requested numerous times help from Gallon). Please note
Larson is a w/m and Thompson is a b/f.. ...It is unclear how the dept let drug crt get so
bad and assigned Gallon to help Larson but he never would and then when Thompson
took over all of a sudden he had enough time to be with her regarding crt
activities,etc???Further, during a meeting in Nov 2000, CA Gordon came to our office
and had a staff meeting with just officers asking how' to improve and myself as well as
Pischera noted issues above whereas he noted issues were being looked into,etc. He then
met with Gallon and Seltzer and the word was ,per Seltzer prior, Gallon would be taking
some PTI cases per his request and Holcomb/supervisor, had 20+ ready to give. They all
came out laughing and Gallon walked up to me and laughed putting his hand on my
shoulder and asked how 1 was doing? It was later noted he would not be getting any new'
cases.etc?????After all of this and still noting to my supervisor.Seltzer that the Letter was
Gallon and Brown and they continued to get special treatment from Gordon, the next
chain of events took place.



On Friday.Dec 15.2000.approx 11 :00am I was walking with Specialist Pischera to go into
the field in the parking lot of 070 and CA Gordon noted he needed to talk to me and in
the parking lot itself noted 1 was being transferred again,this time to Ormond
Bch.effective 1 -19-01. as I needed a new "healthy environment”? I was shocked and
asked not to be moved but he noted there was no room for discussion! He was rude and to
the point with no room to talk about it and he said he was too busy to talk and walked
aw'av. After being in the filed for several min's we came back as 1 was so upset and at
least a half hr had gone by and he was with Gallon in the hall laughing,talking,etc. I then
went up to him and asked to talk again as it appeared he had enough time to talk to
Gallon.etc. He then told me there w'as no room for talk and after I asked if it had anything
to do with my repeated requests regarding Gallon be investigated.etc. he said no and that
I needed anew environment . Earlier, according to both supers Seltzer and Fitzpatrick,
they were advised and per Seltzer he was advised by Gordon that I was a troublemaker
and was being moved to "shut me up”. I could not believe this again as both super's knew
of the transfers!Davenport-who had numerous probs with Gallon,me,Basile-who was
quitiing and Seiferth). ! then found out that Gallon had told Seifetrh moves were being
made prior to same and Gordon had staffed moves with him-which he denied but Gallon
advised was true at a subsequent meeting. Again,Ga!lon had rec'd special treatment and
this officer would be trans to a new location for asking he be investigated. Then on DEC
20,00, at apprx 2:11 pm I sent a detailed email to CA Gordon!copy attached ) noting I
thought it was personal and not professional reasons I w’as trans and was retaliation and
further, requested in writing a response to the move as he had broke article 9/PBA as he
had not staffed this move prior with mvself,etc..I never rec'd a response from Mills/DCA,
Gordon/CA so I sent the msg to RD M Chambers ( 1 st request 12-27-00/4:39 pm) hoping
for some help(copy Attached) and a new msg on jan 2,2001 at 4:23PM.This attachment
to the original letter was specific in that included info on retaliation.harassment,dept not
investigating rule viol's.etc and again asked for his help as I had worked for him
previously and he wrote an excellent term review when I left and noted'if I ever needed
anything”. If you can believe this. I never rec'd a response again(23 days later) so I went
through me cnain of command per retireu H ivey^ i-JRA) and sent T Hayes(Director of
CC) the same msgs and attached and entire account of the situation on Jan 12,2001 at
3:21pm and asked for her heip(copy Attached).Again, as ridiculous as it sounds,no
response was ever noted. I noted to her the retaliation, the dept's lack of investigating a
rules violation, discrimination against myself,etc, but not even a reply was rec’d. I
couldn' t believe all the info I forwarded to the aforementioned and yet no responses and
let’s not forget all changes had to go through Chamber's office for final ok so he was
aware of the moves and ok’d them. I also sent a hard copy IOM to Gordon as well on dec
22,00, in case email would some how mysteriously disappear.

I waited until the last possible day to file a grievance and after talking to the PBA/BOB
PARMENTOR, I filed a grievance on 1 -5-01 ref article 9 section 3 which states” the
agency will make a good faith effort to take such action only when directed by the needs
of the the agency and in each case, will take into consideration the needs and circ’s of the
employee PRIOR to taking such action. I COULDN'T EVEN GET A RESPONSE
FROM THE DCA.CA.DRA.RA OR EVEN THE DIRECTOR PRIOR!!!!!!This



article/section was definatley broken but not only did 1 want to show this, but it gave me
a chance to bring up the other issues during the hearing. Once I said I was a team player
and would go if asked. I knew I would lose the case on the transfer per Parmenter. But I
could show' the other info which w'as much more important [ Even Parmenter noted he
only took cases that were "good" and mine w'as one of them.Again, my points were all of
the aforementioned to include retaliation for bringing to the dept other ofcr’s rule
violations and that Gallon was made aware of the moves prior and w'as asked if he had
any problems.etc with same which 1 was DEFINITELY not afforded. On jan 5.2001.
myself,Parmenter/PBA rep,Gordon, Mills.Jefferson and Chambers had the grievance
(which was TAPE RECORDED) and all were allowed to talk.etc.
Remember.subsequently at a meeting with Mills on 2-8-01 Gallon noted he was told of
moves by admin prior (seiferth witnessed as well as told by Gallon) to them taking place
and was afforded his reco to same by Gordon. At the beginning PBA Parmenter told the
group he couldn’t understand why after soo many requests this ofcr was never told of the
move prior to same and why he was told in the parking lot.etc and the way he was treated
w'as poor at best. Again. Gordon denied ever talking to Gallon prior and further admitted
he was wrong many times regarding same as to the way I was treated and how I was
never talked to first prior to the move. I even got mad after the 3-4‘h sorry from same.
Chambers then noted he was told I was the BEST ofcr in the circuit and my help was
needed as a supervisor(I’m a cpo at this point) as they were short staffed,etc . . .Parmenter
then called that a lie as how could they say that now after waiting so long to tell this ofcr?
He stated this is easy to say this now after the fact! Imagine if they would have told me
this first? I then asked Gordon if he had ever talked to Gallon prior.etc and he lied again.
I stressed this point. I was then asked by the person on the phone if I had any probs going
to 076 to which I said no and that 1 was a team player. Subsequently, as Parmenter noted,
I lost the case on 1 -25-01 due to above as they wanted to send a well trained ofcr to that
office to help(remember this for future info on transfer.)

After the meeting Chambers and Jefferson came to my office where I confirmed with
them both how many times Gordon said he was sorry and lied about certain aspects.etc.
They agreed and asked il 1 was still willing to to request an IG investigation ref all of the
aformetioned including his unwillingness to investigate/hide the “letter incident" which
per dept policy had to be investigated. I told them Folsom had the letter but many
ofcr’s/supervisors saw the same and shouldn't be needed as thy will ALL testify to it's
contents,letterhead,envelope,etc. I was also asked to bring up various other things about
Gordon which would be investigated as well. I was then told by Chambers an official IG
investigation was being requested and he was reporting directly to M Wolfe,his boss, and
had a “red file” on his desk and this WOULD be investigated. I then gave him a list of
people/ofcrs supervisors to contact by IG investigator to verify my story. This again was
on jan,5,01 at 6:00pm as I stayed past work to talk with him and Jefferson. I was also told
to be patient as these investigations take time.etc and not to talk about thisfeven though
the entire circuit knew).



I then did as I was told and waited. Please note copy dated jan 10,2001.sent to RA
Chambers.etc sent by ofcr Davenport noting special treatment ref Gallon.etc.Also, email
sent to dca Mills by S Anthony/ofcr after Gallon had alleged Anthony was going to lie to
the IG 's office if questioned about himself and if not corrected would request an
investigation. As you can see numerous ofcrs were coming forward but to no avail. Later
in this diary, more emails will be presented from other ofcrs as well.

On jan 25.01, at 5 :15pm. I kept in touch with DCA Mills via email so as not to forget all
and thanked her for stopping by in 076 on tues 23rd and voicing concerns. Further. I told
her I was contacted by the IG's Office for a second time/Morman and expressed my
concerns over a local IG handling this as Gordon had worked in this area a long time and
has a "far reach". 1 was told not to worry as this investigation was being done and to
wratch what l say etc. 1 told her I wasn't comfortable with this but would wait as
Chambers noted the file on his desk and if the invest wasn't to my/his liking it could be
requested again! This was important to me. I also told her about me being punched in the
face by Anderson and w'hy no invest on that? I also told her this was also affecting 2
other ofcrs as well. We also talked about the collective bargaining agreement and hou; it
was broke during my trans.etc. Supervisor Seltzer was also given totally different reasons
for mv transfer as was not the reasons uiven bv Gordon.We talked about a lot on tues and
she responded to me again frijan 26,01 2:41pm.

On feb 5.2001, at approx 1400 hrs I rec’d a call at 076 from ofcr Gallon’s fiancee.Deon
Lathon, asking numerous questions about my case and her fiancee. I told her this was not
correct to call and hung up and then staffed this with the office supervisor. A
Fitzpatrick.The following day I rec’d cal from my attorney’s aid.Joan, who noted Gallon
was in their office at approx 11:1 0am asking questions about my case,etc. I
immediately,per Fitzpatrick,sent him an email regarding same and called 070 as they
were all in a mandatory staff meeting(all are required to attend). What was he doing at
my attorney’s office when he should either be in crt or at mandatory staff meeting?
According to the sign out log( copy attached) Gallon signed out at 8:20am to drug crt to
12pm. According to M Larson, as usual. Gallon showed at 9ish and left immed as he
NEVER stayed to help until C Thompson took over drug crt. Again, Larson noted he was
NOT in drug crt that day and that was his judge so he shouldn’t even have been over
there/especially for 4 hrs-but that was the usual per Supervisor Seltzer.Gallon w'as even
noted as missing per staff meetng mins dated 2-6-01 even though it was mandatory. 1 had
notified the dept my attorney was same on 1-2-01 via email so why was he being allowed
to be there instead of where he was signed out to be.The answer 1 was given later is
shocking

While still waiting as instructed, on 2-8-01 I was informed by my Supervisor A
Fitzpatrick that per FT North. I was no longer allowed in the 070 office without prior
approval from him? This was ridiculous and again I was being singled out as Gallon had
complained and yet noone listened to my prior complaints.I noted I would not stand for
this harassment and rec'd a call from L mills/DCA that she had scheduled a meeting in
her office for 2-8-01 at 11:00am regarding the aforementioned



At this meeting with myself.Gallon,Mills.Fitzpatrick.North.Gordon,Seiferth and Basile, it
appeared as if I were being questioned and not Gallon and North. Gallon had noted the
Anthony/range incedent and how he had heard her say she would make up stories to the
IG and North noted a fight between myself and Basile which never occurred as we were
great friends so without contacting me took Gallon's word as usual and "BARRED" me
from his office.North and Gordon even went as far as saying Gallon has a
“special'Telationship with his judge and his time was none of my concern? Even after I
noted the sign out log.times.meetings.etc 1 was told the same? 1 knew I was getting
nowhere so I asked Mills if only Gallon and myself could stay with her and she agreed.

This is where Gallon told Mills a lot of useful information. He first agreed that him and V
Brown went through mv drawers in July 99 and found all of the aforementioned but he
left after a couple of mins and she stayed there for 30-45 mins saying^oh wow. look at
this’' and Tanva has to know,etc...H then asked why he didn't tell this earlier but he

•*

refused to answer noting "Velma probably wrote it" and thought she did too but I could
tel! he knew she definitely did but was afraid to tell us. He also noted she was jealous of
Fran and didn’t like her and that 's why. Note: Seltzer also noted several times she came
to him asking Fran not be allowed to spend time in my office even though he noted it was
work related and she should mind her own business. He also noted he heard her
comments about me being "goodlooking w'hite bov/man” while trying to comfort me
when I confronted her about the letter. I couldn’t understand why he hadn’t told the truth
in the beginning.

I then, via email, the next day feb 9th,10:43am, verified the aforementioned
statements/info told by Gallon to L Mills/DCA so that I would have a written verification
of same. He had also noted that he was in fact told of the moves prior to being made even
though Gordon said he NEVER spoke to him which was a lie and I noted the answers
Gallon gave were important to the IG investigation taking place in which Mills responded
at 11:02 my recap summation of what Gallon said was correct and was forwarded to
Gordon, Jefferson, and Chambers as this was important and verified my story (Copy
Attached).I then contacted Mills again and told her I was going to send more emails to
verify other info and 1 immediately rec’d a call from DRA Jefferson who was very upset
and said I was NOT to forward any more emails and she was coming to see me feb 13 as
well as others involved. From what I could see. she didn’t want anything else in writing
as she stated “public record’’ which is what I wanted.

In between this meeting on Feb 13th,2001, Both Seiferth and Basile noted they were
called over to Gordon's office on 2 separate occasions asking/requesting they sign a
statement about me and how I was threatening Gallon.etc whereas they told him in "no
way would they do that as it was not true’’.

Now comes the meeting on feb 13,01 at 11:40 am with myself, Frederick, Mills and
Jefferson who had earlier spoke with Gallon. As usual, it appeared I was the one being
investigated as Jefferson immediately noted she was fed up with the ones involved and
SINCE AN IG INVESTIGATION WAS ONGOING IF I MADE .ANY MORE
COMMENTS ABOUT THIS CASE AND DIDN'T SHUT MY MOUTH, SHE WOULD
REQUEST CHARGES BE FILED AGAINST ME FOR IMPEDING AN



INVESTIGATION. I then noted that Gallon always seems to get the benefit and she
assured me the IG invest was ongoing and would be handled properly. I then told her f
wasn' t comfortable with the investigator and the local ig responsible and further. Gallon
was friends with an IG and was bragging about same to others. She then told me again to
watch what I say about an IG during this invest. I told her I stated my concerns to
Chambers as well as none of the witnesses had been called to this date so how' w'as this
invest being completed? She assured me again it w'as being conducted as before. As ofer
Frederick sat there. Mills and Jefferson both noted if "they were in charge an
investigation would have been complted immed following the letter incident and further,
one should have been per dept policy. They noted Bob Gordon didn' t handle this
professionally and not by dept rules. I then noted the special treatment Gallon and Brown
received as well and alluded to discrimination as if they had made the complaint "I would
be dead”. Again, they noted the bad handling of the case. It was noted by both "Gordon
did NOT handle this right from the beginning” and "if they were in charge it would have
been different”. Then they admitted FT North used "poor judgement” regarding barring
me from 070 and that he shouldn't have met with ofer Anthony earlier that morning
(9:00am) making remarks about myself and the investigation as well as taking Gallon's
side with same. I then asked why ofer Gallon was allowed to miss a staff meeting and
continually lie about his whereabouts and be at my attorney's office, etc during sign out
to ert and harass me and she noted again” Mr. Gallon used very poor judgement in doing
this as it is being looked into as well as his current work load. H ealso lied about ofer
Anthony which they agreed.Fran then stated evry time Bruce says or does anything he
gets scrutinized but others are allowed to do what they want which isn't fair. Again and
to end the meeting, Jefferson noted an IG invest was ongoing and to "keep my mouth
shut” or charges would be filed and/or disciplinary action would be taken.She stressed
this over and over with me and ofer Frederick. My question is why wasn’t Gallon ever
reprimanded for the aforementioned if he used such poor judgement- as usual I was
harassed.

On march 20,01 at 5:29pm, after earlier that day speaking with c Thurber, I sent an email
from my home computer as a citizen of florida to Inspector Morman/IG requesting .per
my attorney, that he supply a report number to initiate papers and if not completed, please
contact me if/when completed!copy Attached) so that I could request from General
counsel same. I NEVER REC”D A RESPONSE. This was at least 2 months after talking
to him so you would think if no invest was being completed he would have to reply and
give the report to his boss as well as me and Chambers who was waiting for same!

Subsequently. I was promoted on 4-27-01 to CPSO but without some concern. I was
contacted as well as epo Thompson saying each of us got promoted but there was only 1
job? I immediately contacted Chambers as even my promotion can' t go right . It appears
FT North hadtold Thompson she was promoted htne told her after my call she wasn't but
"should have” as it was heard by Basile as well at the copy machine. RIDICULOUS
AGAIN!!!! Standard procedure would note how to contact an officer rearding a
promotion.start date.etc but it took Chambers call to address this and have it done( see
email 5-7-01 ).



After staffing my promotion with super Fitzpatrick at 076. he agreed that it would be best
if ! stayed in same and he could switch another ofcr with 070 to keep me there. 1 felt
more comfortable with the ongoing invest and the problems in 070 and further, remember
1 was told the reason I was sent to 076 was to help with my expertise in same. After
staffing this with DCA Mills, she noted 1 was going back to 070 and just to act
professional? They then filled my position, after completing some 20-29 vop's and fixing
the mess I rec'd, to a brand new ofcr! The question has to be if Gordon was telling the
truth for the original reason for my move to 076 in the first place, why were they sending
me back and replacing me with a NEW officer. The same personnel were there and 1 was
leaving. This makes no sense as it was only 3 months laterlNothing had changed.

This is where things get a little shaky. We rec’d an email from T Hayes on 5-4-01 noting
that Bob Gordon/CA was being trans to Sanford and Gene Brown/CA was trans to
Daytona with no reason given-especially while this so called invest was ongoing? Later,
when I asked Jefferson the reason for this move, she told me she was unable to give me
the specifics. Everyone knew that V Brown was retiring and Gene Brown would follow
so why make the move unless you were hiding something as we all know' he didn’t
request the move/that's for sure but I will bet it will be noted move was made to help
Browm/but why if it was certain he was retiring????This for sure was to get him out of the
circuit.Also, I rec’d a copy of the CA meeting on jan 30,2001 which indicated all staff
rotations will stop immediately until a policy has been developed and if needed will get
ok from Chambers before and further, sit down and talk to staff before decision is
made.Also, CA’s will have an open door policy so staff can communicate with them to
cut down on grievances I wonder why?????

Also, on 3-16-01 at 3:00pm per ofcr Pischera, himself and North got in a small argument
regarding my transfer where pischera disagreed and North got mad stating “he disagreed
100% with Pischera and there are things he didn't know as to the reason for my trans to
076.’’Pischera then noted the letter and it’s stated reasons.ie best ofcr etc but North noted
again the same comment.Why was he still talking about this move and the reasons?

Since I had not rec'd a response from Morman/IG and nothing from the dept as usual, I
sent an email to D Houpt for a public records request on may 11,2001 and noted the
aforementioned. To my surprise I re’d an email response from S Sriwartz/General
counsel, who in short, noted after a thorough search of the IG Investiagtion Logs and a
conversation with Morman himself, she concluded that NO INVESTIGATION WAS
EVER CONDUCTED and NO DOCUMENTS EXIST REGARDING SAME? This was
more than 4 mos’s later and only since I requested this info on my own time did I get a
response. I returned the email with a response of how could this happen as I had been
w'aiting.per Chambers, since jan,5,01, for this invest and 4 mos later noone knew this
investigation never took place other than Morman who refused to contact any of the
witnesses noted other than mefPischera and Frederick had to call him and he didn’t even
want tot talk to them) and then REFUSED to answer my personal request dated 3-20-01
for info regarding same. I had previously told Chambers I didn’t trust him and look what
happened. I then immediately emailed Chambers and asked how this could
happen(emails from all mentioned are attached ) om 5-16-01 at 7:35pm noting the



aforementioned info and stated I thought ! deserved a complete/thorough invest and it
was his job to see to the same as he had mentioned yet he was unaware that not even an
investigation was NEVER done. How embarrassing is that that the RA was unaware of
this until I requested info-we would still probably be waiting! The coincidence is that
Gordon was trans May 4 which means that 's probably when Hayes decided to trans him
to '‘hide" the situation and hope it went away. Wouldn't you think wrhen the RA tells you
he is totally in charge of giving all info to Wolfe and has a "red” file on his desk waiting
to send to same and possibly Moore as well. I would get some answers? Finally, on 5-22-
01 at 12:30pm I rec'd a call not from Chambers, but Jefferson as he w'as too busy she
noted, to tell me that according to the report she was notified that there wasn' t enough
evidnce in the letter incident.sexual harrassment incident, assault incident and one other
as well . I w'as shocked as she even agreed there w'as plenty of evidence back in jan and
why wasn’t anyone told of this earlier but she had no answers.1 also noted that in the
grievance meeting Gordon admitted several times he did wrong and lied and stated sorry
numerous times which she remembered and she agreed again. 1 then asked why it took 4
mos for someone(myself) to get this info from IG and w'hy they didn’t have this. No
answer as usual.Why did she come and threaten me earlier if I kept talking about the so
called invest.. Why wasn’t the dept ever notified no invest had taken place? She couldn’t
answer anything other than to say she was waiting for the inquiry copies from IG. I then
asked why Gordon was transferred and she said she couldn’t tell me.I toid her I thought
the invest was “fixed’' and a “cover up" to hide the truth and wanted a new one as
Chambers had said and compited by someone/IG outside this area-no answer. The IG
never even contacted the witnesses noted by Chambers! The big question would be why
after Morman found no evidence ddin’t he send the inquirey to Chambers immed noting
same? Because it w;as a fixed investigation and the dept was hiding the truth. I then noted
to her that I would be asking an attorney to handle this case of discrimination.

I then on 6-25-01, on the advice of my attorney, contacted the Florida Commission on
Human Relations and EEGC in that I filed Charge questionnaires to be filed against DOC
with both noting the aforementioned discrimination.retaliation,etc..

I waited on the advice of my attorney for both agencies to contact me.During this wait,
the dept decided to pick on my fiancee,Fran Frederick, in that on 9-10-01 she was the
only CPSO taken out of crt and sent to guess where/Deland-even though she was the first
to ask to be taken out months ago and placed in a case load. Emails attached from her to
Mills noting retaliation because of me). She was never given a reason just told she would
be going there, the other 2 in other offices and well, Gallon would be the ONLY one to
stay with his judge as usual. Numerous facts were presented by ofcr Frederick and the
facts shown preferential treatment again to Gallon and every ofcr and every supervisor
that I spoke to indicated the same-even if it wasn’t retaliation, why was Gallon the only
one not Effected? Even Seferth sent an email to the suggestion box on 10-9-01 and even
contacted his local legislature with 2 letters asking the same( attached) whereas finally the
dept decided to keep heHn 'Q77 htit -aisoto keep Gallon in crt in his same position. I have
staffed this with supervisors.'O&rs^etc and a cpo should be placed in crt with the least
amount of experience since we are losing so many positions. I could go on and on but
don’t want to get out of the picture. One important issue is that Frederick noted Gallon



had meetings prior to the moves but as usual it was denied. The attached emails reflect
the same accusations that others have made about special treatment and are attached as
well.Please notethat emails from Pischera and Larson are also attached noting unequal
practices by the dept, and stats to reflect lower case loads by crt ofcr Gallon in crt as well.

I would also like to note that I have been in contact with Doug Daniels,specialist, who is
also noting retaliation/discimination as Mills contacted EEOC and an investigator did the
invest at the request of Mills after racial discrimination was inferred by another
employee in 075. Doug is a w/m and he is an h/m. The funny part is CA Mills requested
this after 1 phone call-1 couldn’t get a response after all of the aforementioned. Mr.
Daniels is supposedly weighing his options as well . I do not know the entire details, but
one thing for sure is admin jumped on this one right away for the h/m.

In conclusion. I feel that the Department refused to investigate and for some time lead me
to believe an investigation was taking place in order to protect certain employees due to
their color/race as they were afraid of the ramifications of blaming same and in return for
stating same, this officer was retaliated numerous times and placed in hostile work
environments while certain black officer.supervisor and even higher positions noted,
received special treatment and hid certain facts from being presented. From the facts I
presented and the emails attached, there should be concern that this action took place and
was NOT handled correctly by the Department of Corrections and the Inspector
General’s office as well. According to Mr Moore, we are supposed to be doing
everything we can to defray this kind of activity, not promote/hide it. As I stated in the
beginning, I NEVER ASKED FOR SPECIAL TREATMENT, JUST EQUAL, and as you
can see. this did NOT occur.

Thank you

Bruce W. St . Hilaire



STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS

COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS
SEVENTH CIRCUIT

665-K BEVILLE ROAD, SOUTH DAYTONA, FL 32119

MEMO TO: Bruce St. Hilaire
07-0 Daytona Main

FROM: Robert D. Gordon
Circuit Administrator

DATE: December 15, 2000

SUBJECT: ADMINISTRATIVE REASSIGNMENT

Effective 01/19/01 you are reassigned to the 07-6 Daytona North Office. You will
report to Office Supervisor Art FitzPatrick. Good luck in this reassignment which
I trust will be challenging for you.

RDG7/l/CYVi

RDG/ar



S i . Hilaire, Bruce

St. Hilaire, Bruce
Tuesday, January 02 T 2001 4 :23 PM
Chambers, Michael
St. Hilaire, Bruce
FW: Transfer

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Sof-y - o corner you again our cue i o rne raci Mr . Gorcon nas not responced to me acove noteo e-man sen; ' 2-20-00. . ren
:: necessary ro at least forwarc this to yourself for your review. There are several omer concerns that were not even notec
n this original e-mail whicn date back approx 1 year ago for which I have brought ro the attention or Mr . Gordon whicn
ncludec personal harrassment but the issue was neglected and dropped and no investigation was initiated/ conductec
even rhough it was requestec by myself to both my supervisor, office supervisor and circuit admin .. I feeltas vve- 1 as it
appears aii oiher ofcrs/supervisors ) that my transfer is only for personal reasons basea upon the chain of events that have
occurred in rhe past year wmcn I can expand upon if given the chance to talk to you personally . I woulc nave no problem

076 as I have aiwavs oeen a deputeam player and my evais relate the same every year but i com: reel being
jursrerrec: for obvious personal reasons is appropriate. Again, thanks for your :;me and I hope to hear from you ,n the
near future . . . .Bruce

:cme

Original Message
St. Hilaire. Bruce
Wednesday, December 20, 2000 2:11 PM
Gordon, Robert D.

St. Hilaire. Bruce; Holcomb , Gregory
Transfer

From:
y ySent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mr. Gordon, I received an Administrative Reassignment Letter today(l2-20-0u)) noting transfer to 076 and have some
concerns. Upon your visit to note the aforementioned, you stated thatUii
environment",etc. Since this was noted to other staff after our conversation, numerous officers have stated this move was
initiated due to personal problems and not professional ones. I think you know/understand that my employment with the
department is very dear to myself and I treat this job the way all employees should-with great pride. I have rec'd numerous
letters from CA's, Judges, ASA'S, as well as even the current Regional Director commending myself on the job that I do
which is well beyond what is expected! I have worked in 070,140,070 again,071,then back to 070 as a CPO and during
that time have also been the SGS Specialist,DOP overload 2 yrs ago as I requested to help ofer Ferreira during leave,
spoke at a SGS seminar for the Local Bar Association.Also, cases that are considered "high profile" that don't meet the
criteria for specialists are assigned to my supervision per the office supervisor. I have even completed a Sexual Predator
Investigation which you personally contacted me about. I was informed by the office supervisor that these were assigned
to me due to my knowledge, skills and abilities.

The reason that l am pointing out the above information is to reflect my professionalism in the work place as well as how
supervisors/peers seem to percieve myself. It is of great concern that it appears that this move only affects 4 epo’s (one of
which has been trans on 3 other occassions) and therefore can not be noted as a change to move officers that have been
in one office for too long. There will be no other new job assignments to learn as CPO'S are not allowed to do certain jobs
so this also will have an adverse affect on public safety which is the dept's new primary concern. Four officers will be trans
to new offices as CPO's and will be assigned new case loads in completely different geographic areas that they are ,
unfamiliar with and will have to learn. We have established bonds in the communtiy with law enforcement, citizens,etc and
this win oe losi m me iransfer which affects public safety.To only change a geographic area and not JUG ucsu i^ tion uoea
not appear to be in the best interest of the department.
Based on the above information noted, it appears the only other reason for this move is based on personal reasons and
not professional development. Again, public safety should be the mam concern. Therefore, I am requesting, in writing, for
my own satisfaction, the reason for the above noted transfer for which I did not request so that I may keep my future
options open.

ve would be a move to create a "healthy
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St. Hilaire, Bruce

St. Hilaire, Bruce
Wednesday, Decemoer 27, 2000 4:39 PM
Chambers, Michael
St. Hilaire, Bruce
Question

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hello and Merry Xmas.. . .I'm sorry to bother you but I wanted to see if there was a time I could talk to you (5*10 mins)
regarding a problem for which I have requested a response from Mr Gordon on both the 20th and 22nd (before xmas) but
have rec'd none as of this date.When l worked for you in 140 you sent me a letter before I left commending myself on my
performance and noted “if I ever needed anything" so I am requesting some professional advice which I hope you can
relate....Thanks and hope to talk to you sometime tomorrow (l was scheduled for vacation as over 360 but will be in thurs
and fri) Bruce

l
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St. Hilaire, Bruce
Friday , January 12, 2001 3:21 PM. -
Hayes, Hieteenthia (Tina)
St . Hilaire. Bruce
Involuntary Reassignment « } £/.
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From: . • .
Sent: '

4 i •"

To:
fCc: /

f t ''Subject:
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Attached, please find an E-mail sent to my Circuit Administrator on 12-20-00 (also sent an IOM on 12-22-00 v'v/V
reflecting same) regarding my involuntary reassignment to daytona north(076). Please note that I had requested a
response to the noted concerns but as of today's date l have only received correspondance from my office supervisor and'CiA
noone else. The aforementioned IOM denotes my concerns for this move and I feel this move is not in the best interests of
the department or its mission but should be considered retaliation on Mr. Gordon's behalf against myself for bringing to
management's attention DOC rules violations which occured against myself some year ago and is still a problem.

Dear Ms. Hayes r-i Cc 'L 's?

Ss
cs r

First of all, ! am trying to figure out how both my move and ofcr Davenport's move can better this agency. I have
filed a grievance (on the last day available as it appeared to be my only choice) under article 9 and am represented by
PBA. Under the agreement it notes the agency, in each case, will take into consideration the needs and the circumstances
of the employee prior to taking such action, I have never been contacted by Ms Mills or Mr. Gordon prior to this move
and neither was my supervisor or the office supervisor for that matter for their input,etc.. Doesn't that seem strange right
there and action was taken that differs from our contract? Why would a move be made without contacting either ~

employees immediate supervisor,office supervisor or even the employee? I would think after 7 years of "excellent service"
as even noted on my last eval dated 1-5-01, that i would be at least entitled to an explanation. With all of the new changes,
address notifications, more fielding,etc,etc,etc, to just change 4 officer's geographic area (which will take mos's to learn)
and not their job description just doesn't seem to be in the best interests of the department.Ofcr Davenport has a lateral on
file as well as a hardship request to orlando and several laterals are on file of other ofcrs to relocate to 076 and 077 but
both myself and Davenport are moved involuntarily. There is one common problem that both myself and davenport have
had and that is conflict.with CPSO Gallon.

YiVA W;(U - .C
11 J This onngs me to the next point which is myself as well as at (east 6 other officers have gone to their respective

.JjSupervisors and noted verbally (one ofcr even put it in writing) that CPSO Gallon is given speciaj_treatment regarding his
r\ I )/ workload,etc. Statistics reflecting his court work is approx 1/6 of the other

~
ch^?crsjwas forwarBed^

as weTFa'so'therlriTo;but
ij / hiFworHqaTstaysjhe same and has been for years. Ofcr HeidTHaTseveFal concerns regarding drug crt and inTHarFy ivey,
1' i DepufyHRegional Admin'sJrespons~e~via"email he noted" ofcr gallon’swork J oacLseeixis .minimaLaLb_e.sland shouTiTT>e~

required to pulFmore load_as it creates a^mora.le^rgblem when staff percieve one officer or employeejs not doing their fare
\ sbara-oLthe work". This emaTwas sent TT-27-00 to the CA aricTDCA involving drug crt issues. According to my
y"$upervisor,Ed seltzer, all of these concerns noted by staff were brought to Admin’s attention but during Thanksgiving 1 was
/ on vacation and called at home with a "verbal Reprimand" per Ms Mills, for looking into other ofcr’s work which is not my
( job. When Mr. Seltzer noted the other officers who complained,etc they were not issued the same verbal reprimand, just

myself? I then called Mr Ivey whereas he noted this should not be the case and noted same to Seltzer who called Ms Mills
B^ck and noted that 1 would like to have a meeting with all involvpd hut as usual wa^ never given the ooportunity . Ofcr
Gallon had gone to Mr seltzer complaining of harrassment by myself for "complaining" but when the above was noted he
stated to Seltzer to drop it and he would try to talk to me regarding several issues. According to Mr. Seltzer, he tried to give
ofcr Gallon Investigations/PSI's but refused, asked he be placed in drug crt but never done and was given 20 mail in PTI
cases but refused due to the other crt ofcrs not getting the same even though his workload is considered "minimal". At
least 6 officers have noted concern as well as 2 supervisors and all have noted they will confirm this info to you or anyone
else. So why does it appear ofcr Gallon is afforded special treatment by admin other than treatment that other officers are
given. Also, it should be noted that ofcr Davenport and Gallon also had a major confrontation over the same type of issue
and both supervisors Seltzer and Fitspatrick are aware of this situation. So doesn't it seem funny that both myself and
Davenport are being moved while Gallon continues to stay and complete "minimal" work.

A;/ t

\

Please note that it appears that 070 and 076 are planning another move with drug crt and the ofcr has been given
the opportunity to deny said transfer and Mr. Seltzer was not even aware of this move9 Why is that ofcr given this
opportunity9

This all brings me to the final point, i think this will all bring this together for you to understand. A little over 1 year ago Ofcr
Gallon came into my office during work and stated various opinions about me for allegedly being with 2 female officers at
the same time(i will not get into any of the conversations too deep at this time) which is none of anyones business nor the
dept's and I noted this to him. Later , Ofcr Gallon went through my desk drawers and in the bottom I had a personal card in
an envelope with a gift from another female. He opened/read the card and at this time either wrote or conspired with

» another ofcr /supervisor a letter about myself which would later be sent to Miss Folsom( the lady I resided with at that time).
Here’s where the problem is: He came in my office on dept time to harrass me about the situation, later went through my
desk to find something (Ms Mills stated that 's ok to Seltzer as it's state property. What if I would have had medical info in
my wallet and it was left in my desk as all ofcr's do? does that give the right for any officer to go through another’s
belongings? can I go through her purse when it's left in the desk and relate info to others of personal naure? ) then either
gave that info and wrote and/or conspired to get this personal info to my girlfriend-Tanya Folsom.Thls letter was written

i



during dept time, On departmental letterhead, sent in a dept envelope, through inner- office mail and rec'd in Ms
Folsom' s mail box at work! At this time I was called home by a delerious female who could have killed me,etc . 1
then had an injunction placed against me, lost thousands of dollars in attorney fees, kicked out of my house with only my
clothes.etc.etc,etc ....This info will be talked about later. I then contacted my supervisor with the letter in hand, my office
supervisor and then went to show and talk to CA Gordon about this terrible incident where i was being harrased.etc . I was
then talked out of a grievance by Mr Gordon as he stated" you will never find out who wrote this so just drop it . this has
happened to me so. .." I told him I was not happy with this and he should investigate this as this should never happen at
work. 1 told him who had been a part of this if not the whole problem (gallon) but he refused to listen and then transferred
me to Deland for 60 Days until things cooled off . He saw the letter as well as supervisors,officers,etc but never
investigated the situation and I was Transfered. 1 went through "hell" due to this letter but was never even given the
satisfaction of an investigation. I was asked by my supervisor why I didn' t file a grievance but when your CA requests
you drop it and transfer to 071, l thought the best thing was to drop it for the dept 's sake.

If you put all of this together and see both times have involved my CA and ofcr Gallon, you will have to admit it
appears there is some preferential treatment going on. Again, I have filed a grievance involving my transfer, which is set
for the 19th, and I will go as I wish to do what 's best for the department. I am requesting you look into the above matters
and talk with the following first , before you talk to my CA or DCA and I think you will agree : Mr. Harryivey:Su|3efvisors £d

Hflir.Qmb; Specialists Pischera and Dias; ofcrs Davenport,Anthony,Heidt,Frederick and any others you fee! and
then put the story together and you will see. I have never asked for special treatment, just equal. l hope that you will
respond to this officer soon as I am being transferred on the 19th and hopefully you can remedy this as well as the other
issues noted above. I also am in the midst of retaining counsel for civil remedies involving the letter,etc . and the neglect ,
harrasment and major loss of monies that were as a result of this problem for which according to my attorney I am entitled
to. There are other issues but just too much to go into at this time and I think enough has been noted at this time.

I'm sorry I said so much but since I never rec'd a reply from Ms Mills , Mr . Gordon, and Mr. Chambers, I thought
you should be the next. I look forward to hearing from you concerning the aforementioned and welcome any questions you
may have. THANK YOU.

Sorry \o botner you again but due to the fact Mr . Gordon has not responded to the above noted e-mail sent 12 -20-00, I felt
it necessary to at ieast forward this to yourself for your review. There are several other concerns that were not even noted
in this original e-mail which date back approx 1 year ago for which I have brought to the attention of Mr. Gordon which
included personal harassment but the issue was neglected and dropped and no investigation was initiated/ conducted
even though it was requested by myself to both my supervisor, office supervisor and circuit admin..I feeltas well as it
appears all other ofcrs/supervisors) that my transfer is only for personal reasons based upon the chain of events that have
occurred in the past year which I can expand upon if given the chance to talk to you personalty. I would have no problem
going to 076 as I have always been a dept/team player and my evals relate the same every year out I don't feel being
transferred for obvious personal reasons is appropriate. Again, thanks for your time and I hope to hear from you in the
near future Bruce

Original Message
St. Hilaire, Bruce
Wednesday. December 20. 2000 2:11 PM
Gordon. Robert D.
St. Hilaire , Bruce: Holcomb, Gregory
Transfer ' *

Mr. Gordon, I received an Administrative Reassignment Letter today(12-20-00) noting transfer to 076 and have some
concerns. Upon your visit to note the aforementioned, you stated that this move would be a move to create a "healthy
environment",etc. Since this was noted to other staff after our conversation, numerous officers have stated this move was
initiated due to personal problems and not professional ones. I think you know/understand that my employment with the
department is very dear to myself and I treat this job the way all employees should-with great pride. I have rec'd numerous
letters from CA's, Judges, ASA'S, as well as even the current Regional Director commending myself on the job that I dowhich is well beyond what is expected! I have worked in 070,140,070 again,071,then back to 070 as a CPO and during
that time have also been the SGS SpecialisbDOP overload 2 yrs ago as I requested to help ofcr Ferreira during leave,
spoke at a SGS seminar for the Local Bar Association.Also, cases that are considered "high profile" that don't meet the
criteria for specialists are assigned to my supervision per the office supervisor. I have even completed a Sexual PredatorInvestigation which you personally contacted me about. I was informed by the office supervisor that these were assigned
to me due to my knowledge, skills and abilities.

The reason that I am pointing out the above information is to reflect my professionalism in the work place as well as how
supervisors/peers seem to percieve myself . It is of great concern that it appears that this move only affects 4 cpo's (one ofwhich has been trans on 3 other occassions) and therefore can not be noted as a change to move officers that have been
in one office for too long. There will be no other new job assignments to learn as CPO'S are not allowed to do certain jobsso this also will have an adverse affect on public safety which is the dept 's new primary concern. Four officers will be trans
to new offices as CPO's and will be assigned new case loads in completely different geographic areas that they are

k unfamiliar with and will have to learn. We have established bonds in the communtiy with law enforcement, citizens ,etc andthis will be lost in the transfer which affects public safety .To only change a geographic area and not job description does
not appear to be in the best interest of the department.
Based on the above information noted, it appears the only other reason for this move is based on personal reasons and
not professional development. Again, public safety should be the main concern. Therefore, I am requesting, in writing, formy own satisfaction, the reason for the above noted transfer for which I did not request so that I may keep my future "

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

2



options open .
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RQ01-0017

STATE OF FLORIDA
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING UNIT

GRIEVANCE FORM

Employee's Name Bruce St. Hilaire

Business Address 119 South Palmetto Avenue

Class Title CPO

Department or Agency DOC

Division or District RegionDaytona Beach, Florida 32114

Business Telephone 904-254-3720

Social Security Number 133-54-7018
Bureau or Unit Davtona Beach P&P

Bargaining Unit Security Services

NATURE OF GRIEVANCE: (involving interpretation or application of specific provisions of Agreement)

On 12/20/00 CPO St. Hilaire was involuntarily transferred/reassigned by 7th Circuit Administrator Robert D.
Gordon, from Daytona Circuit (070) to Daytona North (076). The transfer/reassignment is not . “ ... the
needs of the agency. . .” but is retaliation for brining another employee’s violation of DOC rules to
management's attention.

DATE ACT OR CONDITION OCCURRED: 12/20/00

SECTION OF AGREEMENT: (which has allegedly been violated)

Article 9

RELIEF REQUESTED:

Rescind the transfer/reassignment.

IF REPRESENTATIVE DESIRED - Name of My Reomsenfati'/p-
Business Telephone:

Boh Parmenter
1-800-733-3722

-OR GROUP GRItVANCES ONLY - I have been designated by the following named employees to act as spokesperson
and be responsible for processing the above grievance in their behalf:

SIGNED Date Submitted 01/05/01
BOB PARMENTER on behalf of >BRUCE ST. HILAIRE

SUBMITTED TO: Name Mickey Chambers Class Title Regional Director

(If space is insufficient to write complete information, attach a separate sheet.)

White STATE OFFICIAL - Step/l) 2 3*
Yellow Representative (if any) L7
Pink Employee’Circle appropriate step

AUTHORIZED USER




St. Hilaire , Bruce

St. Hilaire, Bruce
Friday, January 05, 2001 9:44 AM
St. Hilaire, Bruce
St. Hilaire, Bruce
Grievance

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mr. Robert Parmenter:

It is this officer's intention to file a grievance with the Correctional Probation Officer's bargaining
Unit/PBA, reference the Seventh Circuit's Circuit Administrator , Robert D . Gordon, who has initiated a
transfer of this officer's primary headquarters from Daytona Circuit (070) to Daytona North (076).

This Administrative Reassignment does not appear to have the Department's best interests in
mind and rather should be considered RETALIATION against this officer for personal reasons rather
than professional. This transfer is not being initiated to benefit the Department and it’s mission.

This officer requests this grievance to be heard for possible remedy reference said transfer.
Thank You.

!
&

Bruce W. St. Hilaire
Correctional Probation Officer

1
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January 25, 2001

Mr. Robert A. Parmenter, Jr .
Florida Police Benevolent Association
300 East Brevard Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32301

RE: Step 1 Bruce St. Hilaire.
Correctional Probation Officer
Daytona Beach Community Corrections

Dear Mr. Parmenter:

This is in response to the above-referenced grievance dated January 5, 2001 alleging violation of
Article 9 of the Agreement between the State of Florida and the Florida Police Benevolent
Association representing employees in the Security Service Bargaining Unit. In accordance with
Article 6 of the Agreement it was mutually agreed to extend the due date for the issuance of the
response for the grievance.

/ The nature of the grievance is: On 12/20/00 CPO St. Hilaire was involuntarily
I transferred/reassigned by 7* Circuit Administrator Robert D. Gordon, from Dayton Circuit (070)

to Daytona North (076). The transfer/reassignment is not. . . the needs of the a g e n c y. . b u t is
retaliation for bringing another employee's violation of DOC rules to management’s attention.

The relief requested is: Rescind the transfer/reassignment.

At the Step 1 Meeting the Association raised the following issues:

The Agency did not take into consideration the needs and circumstances of the employee prior to
taking the action.

The grievant alleged that other employees in the office were being given preferential treatment
and when he brought to managements attention misconduct concerning one of the employees he

V V was.ieassigned. — - —
The grievant stated that he was a leader and other employee came to him for guidance and help.
He was a trainer and his knowledge skills and abilities made him a valuable asset to the office.

f
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When the grievant questioned Mr. Gordon in the parking lot as to why he was being reassigned
he was toid he was being moved to a new work location, because the environment was a “healthy
environment”.

! X

During the Step 1 Meeting when asked what his needs and circumstance were that the agency did
not consider before transferring him to a new work location, (approximately 6 miles) the grievant
responded there were none.

During the Step 1 meeting Mr. Gordon was asked why the grievant was transferred, Mr. Gordon
explained that based on the Circuits Operational Plan the second supervisor had been moved out
of the office the grievant was being reassigned to. To meet the needs of the Agency, a decision
was made to move an experienced, well-trained officer into that office. The grievant is certified
as a Field Training Officer with strong leadership skills and he would be able to assist with
training in that office.

Therefore, based on the above, I find no violation of the Agreement and the grievance is denied.

Sincerely,

Michael Chambers
Regional Director of Community Correction

cc: Percy Williams, Chief Bureau of Personnel
Robert Gordon, Senior Circuit Administrator
Bruce St.Hilaire, 2987 S. Atlantic Ave. Ocean 5 205, Daytona Beach Shores, FL 32118-6003
Official Personnel File
Linda Nolen, Personnel Services Specialist-Orlando Service Center



Davenport, Kenneth
From:
Sent:

Davenport, Kenneth
Wednesday, January 10, 2001 2:26 PM
Gordon, Robert D.; Chambers, Michael; Seltzer, Edward
Mills, Linda A.
Involuntary Reassignment

To:
Cc:
Subject:

On two separate occasions I have contacted my Circuit Administrator in writing and on 3 occasions have verbally spokenwith same regarding my hardship transfer to Deland and/ or Orlando, As of this date I have received no response orcomment other than being involuntarily transferred to 077, This transfer serves absolutely no benefit to myself or theDepartment at this time. Both myself and Ofcr St. Hilaire have requested reasons for this move and both of us areconsidered excellent employees who have received excellent yearly review and performance reports as well as letters ofcommendation. I understand St. Hilaire has filed a grievance about the transfer as well as other indescrepencies, howeversince it is past the 14 days per contract, ! have directed my concern through this e-mail.First, I would like to note the PBA Agreement which states" Involuntary reassignment, transfer or change in duty station states nothing contained in this agreement shall beconstrued to prevent an agency, at its discretion, from effecting the involuntary reassignment, transfer or change in dutystation of any employee to the needs of the agency; However, the agency will make a good faith effort to take suchaction only when dictated by the needs of the agency and in each case, will take into consideration the needs andcircumstances of the employee prior to taking such action".
I have never been questioned prior to this reassignment and it appears, as in St. Hilaire’s case, that this move was notdone for the better of the dept, but for other reasons that are unknown to this officer.Attached is a memo previously sent to Mr. Gordon detailing the events in my life which have led to this request forthis hardship. I don’t understand why I am being transferred to 077 and not 071 as they have 4 officer positions open now.It appears numerous laterals are on file at the present time whereas officers want to relocate to both 076 and 077. Myattached letter shows l Have spoken to Mr. Gordon several times prior to these moves. I hope this move doesn't reflectthe special treatment afforded to at least one other cpo in this office who both myself and St. Hilaire have had problemswith in the past .I reflected said problems to my immediate supervisor and nothing was ever looked into. 11 appears thatofficer receives special treatment in work assigns, etc and this was brought to admin's attention but never is addressed.Morale appears to be at it 's lowest and this kind of treatment should not be tolerated within the department at any level. Itwould appear from the circumstances listed above that I have not been afforded the same consideration other officershave been afforded on the same issue. This morning it has come to light that the 076 and 070 office is going to conductanother officer transfer, however, it has been noted that the officer in 076 has been given the opportunity to either acceptor deny said transfer request which is per the PBA contract/article 9 section 3. Why have ! not been afforded the samecourtesy.

i welcome any questions that you may have concerning this issue. I am looking forward to a reply. Thank You

transfer request

r\
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'St. Hilaire, Bruce

From:
Sent:

St. Hilaire, Bruce
Friday, February 09, 2001 2:19 PM
St. Hilaire, Bruce
St. Hilaire, Bruce
2ND MSG, Response to accusations regarding Ofcr Anthony

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Again, I would like to thank you for your time and the dept's concern over a productive workplace. As you are aware of,
Ofcr Gallon noted in front of yourself, myself, supervisor North and s Fitzpatrick that he had heard many rumors regarding
my situation and my pending legal action. Mr . Gallon then noted that he had been told by ofcr Basile( ofcr Basile has
already denied speaking with ofcr gallon regarding my alleged threats other than myself looking for the truth and has
vehemently denied J made any threats to harass him as well) and ofcr Seiferth ( who has apparently packed his office
according to ofcr Basile and was very upset over the references by ofcr Gallon and s North-on another situation) and
further, had implicated ofcr Anthony(who is one of my best friends out of the office as well as my g/friends) and stated that
ofcr anthony approached him at the range and noted various things that was requested by myself for her to lie about
when/if the IG were to ask about???You then noted that it appeared this was a misinterpretation possibly by Mr gallon
regarding the situation and to staff it over with all 3 of us present. My concerns were noted at that time which were as
follows: Ofcr Gallon noted that Ofcr Anthony approached him at the range on or about the 6th and this can be verified by
another ofcr that she was done at the range and she was sitting there and he actually confronted her; next that she was to
lie and say he punched me in the hall at 0707- If I were to make complaint about battery I would not need her to lie and say
punch as battery is noted as any unwanted touching,etc which he admitted to yourself that he did hit me on the shoulder
and laugh,etc and we hadn't even talked in almost 1 yr!-so why would I need her to lie9 ; and why if it would only hurt her
would she bring this to his attention-what could she possibly gam by that?As you can see this deeply saddens myself and
all others who know this has occurred as I was willing to forget this happened in Nov but it appears she is not willing to
forget these remarks as she is apparently requesting this be investigated.etc.. It is also unclear as to why since these
remarks were made in front of everyone present was she not afforded the chance to defend herself and give the facts and
not be made present when he slandered her by making these fictitious remarks in front of yourself , myself and the 2
supervisors present who know have this info in their heads with no proof whatsoever? I’m sorry but this was ofcr Gallon's
whole defense about alleged harassment and it seems that the ofcrs are now stating these facts to be untrue! My concern
for this email is Ofcr Anthony's situation as this alleged remark will have no bearing on my situation other than the fact this
proves possible slander by another ofcr who has involved myself and ofcr anthony. Where's the integrity if someone can
make any remark to get the attention off themselves. Ofcr Anthony has informed Ms Jefferson of this info so I am putting
this in writing to confirm the statements made in front of the panel on 2-8-01 I'm sure the dept is as concerned as I am
over these allegations. Such comments are distracting,unprofessional and counterproductive to our mission.

Thank You
Bruce W. St. Hilaire

l



Anthony, Stacey

From:
Sent:

Mills, Linda A.
Thursday, February 08, 2001 3:34 PM
Anthony, Stacey
RE: Response to Allegations

To:
Subject:

Iwill give you a call to discuss.

Linda A. Mills
Deputy Circuit
(904) 756-7416
SC 380-7418

A ministrator

—Original Message
From:
Sent:

Anthony, Stacey
Thursday, February 08, 2001 3:06 PM
Mills, Linda A.
Anthony, Stacey
Response to Allegations

To:
Cc:
Subject:

This e-mail is being sent to you to set the record straight. It has been brought to my attention by Officer St. Hilaire thatOfficer Gallon stated in today's meeting that Ofc St. Hilaire asked me to lie to an Inspector General if questioned aboutan incident that happened in the hallway of the Daytona Main Office. I will begin by saying that this is a completefabrication.

At no time have I been asked to lie to for another officer. Furthermore, that is something I wouldn't do on anyoccasion, I take my oath as a Correctional Probation Officer seriously. Not only am I upset that this is being said by afellow coworker, but am appalled that this is being said at all. ( would appreciate the ability to speak with you referencethis issue as ! was not present to defend myself.

Additionally, } would like all others present at today's meeting to be told that at no time was I asked (or even insinuatedto) to lie to anyone reference this situation that has nothing to do with me to begin with.
Thank you for your attention in this matter.
Stacey L. Anthony



St. Hilaire , Bruce

From:
Sent:

Mills , Linda A.
Friday , January 26. 2001 2:41 PM
St. Hilaire, Bruce
RE: Etc.

To:
Subject:

I just read your email this afternoon. I have been on the road all week . I will take it home read it some
more and digest all that you have said . I will get back with you next week around Thursday as I will be in
Tallahassee until then. Hang in there Bruce. You are a fine and capable officer no question about that. We
don' t want all of this to bring you down and take away the zest you have for getting the job done . I will
certainly do what I can to see that your feelings and input is considered on what you have indicated
concerning returning to 070.

/ j C/
/ '

Original Message
St. Hilaire. Bruce
Thursday , January 25, 2001 5:15 PM
Mills, Linda A.
St. Hilaire, Bruce

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Etc.Subject:

Ms Mills,

I would like to start by saying '’thank you" for taking time out of your schedule to come and see myself on Tuesday
and to allow me to note concerns I have at this time, I felt really good after talking to you and your concern for my
regards is greatly appreciated. I appreciate the time noted. I was again contacted by the IG'S office today (2:30) and it
apoears that they have not started an official investigation until they determine if the evidence is clear enough to
continue? I noted that I’m not sure what else was needed but if l was not afforded this I would continue on my own for
remedy as this issue of the letter .harrassment .etc is clear and verifiable. I also still feel this was in fact retaliation for
the second time regarding my transfer and I noted this to the IG as well. I think the facts are/will be hard to resist. They
also asked questions about Mr. Anderson "punching " me in the lot after he rec'd a copy of the letter which he noted
you stated in your email. I feel good that all of this info is finally being brought out to prove what this letter did and the
effect it had on my life.(we haven't even noted the fact it affected 2 other ofcr 's lives as well)

I also noted the co'le^'e bargaining agreement was broke regarding my transfer and the way it was indited as f
was not consulted prior to said transfer ,and neither was ofcr Davenport. Mr seltzer noted the reasons he was given for
my transfer after it was completed which were not the same reasons given in my grievance by Mr . Gordon. It has
been brought to my attention that Para Durant will be trans to 071, Davenport to 071 then 090 and as we spoke of
earlier, an ofcr in 070 that will be leaving any time for other options. An officer in 071 stated her lateral was on file to
076 for travel purposes so with all of these moves are you looking into placing me back into my old case load or will
you wait until the grievance is disposed of? I also noted that I do incur added expenses of travel/time and if someone
lives over here(076) and wants to come here doesn't it make sense to place that person here for the agency’s good
and officer's instead of placing an officer not readily known to the area? I never noted in the hearing but my car also
has 100,000+ miles and the added mileage is concern. Anyway, I could go on and on but just wanted to thank you
again and note the aforementioned.

Bruce

l
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070 STAFF MEETING
FEBRUARY 6, 2001

ATTENDEES: F. North. P . Purdy, A. Adkins, S. Anthony, R. Beardsley, M. Dias, I . Glaenzer, S. Howell, J .

Kriplean, Y. Long, S. Pischera, P. Poole, A. Reed; R. Schamberg, J. Seiferth, R. Shaw, P. Shewan, J .
Soloperto, P. Durant, H. Uhler & S. Williams

GUESTS : Linda Mills

ABSENTEES: T. Basile (sick leave); Dee Marquart (sick leave); K. Shotwell (sick leave); M. Larson (drug
court); G. Rush (sick leave); G. Holcomb (sick leave); W. Truax; M. Gallon; T. Hill & F. Frederick (Court)

GOVERNOR’S BUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS (2001 - 2002): (Linda Mills)

Ms. Mills stated that Mr. Chambers and Ms. Hayes will hold a open meeting to discuss the Career Service
Reform on February 12, 2001 at the 07-7 Office. All employees are welcome and encouraged to attend.

She stated that this information she is giving can be located on the Florida Web Page on the Internet.

Trying to get Pre-Trial Intervention back to the State Attorney’s Office. The 100 positions from that Program
will be absorbed through the Department.

Trying to get scoresheets back to the County. The 23 positions from that will be absorbed through the
Department. The Department will still do scoresheets for the PSI’s and the VOPS.

Elimination of the PRC’s, jail bed contracts ( we don’t have any) and the Battery Intervention Program.

Pay increases for correctional probation officers and correctional officers. Subject to approval by the
Legislature and PBA.

NOW LEVEL I LESS TH AN 3 YEARS LEVEL II - 3-5 YEARS

30,881 TO 31,000CPO’S 28,875 31,808 TO 31,930
CPSO’S 33,717 TO 33,846 34,728 TO 34,86131,103
SPECIALIST’S
CPS SUP’S

36,812 TO 36,953 37,915 TO-38,061
41,396 TO 41,555

33,533
40,191 TO 40,34533,533

SENIOR SUP’S | 35,266 43,880 TO 44,049 45,196 TO 45,370

Supervisors may be taken out of Career Service.

All employees to get a 2% increase.

Support Staff - Eventually 100 positions to paraprofessionals.

Ms. Mills stated that was all the proposed recommendations at this time.

There was a question and answer period . Ms. Mills stated if she did not know the answer, she find out and get
back with all.

With nothing further to discuss, meeting adjourned at 10:30 a.m .

Pat Purdy
Recording Secretary
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St. Hilaire, Bruce
fS Ji ^ y src, /
l"'St. Hilaire, Bruce

Tuesday, February 06, 2001 11:45 AM
FitzPatrick, Arthur; Mills, Linda AT
St. Hilaire, Bruce

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

i '

s Mills,
As Mr. Fitzpatrick is aware of, 1 rec’d a call from an individual yesterday at approx 1400 asking questions regarding Ofcr
Gallon and my dealings with him and if there was anything I could relate involving personal things. The person noted it was
his fiancee, Dion Lathon.and she asked several questions which I refused to answer other than noting legal proceedings
were being looked into. No other info was noted and I immediately staffed this with Mr. Fitzpatrick. I just rec'd a call from
my attorney's secretary who noted she also rec'a a call but from ofcr gallon asking questions. Ofcr gallon was noted as
being in her office as I am writing this email/ Isn't there a staff meeting in 070?? Please look into this matter as this is a
very fine line of harrassment! My attorney was noted in writing Friday the 2nd and this ofcr should not be allowed the
above freedoms.. ..Thank You
Bruce
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St. Hilaire, Bruce

From:
Sent:

Rush, Georgianna
Wednesday, January 23, 2002 10:46 AM
R1-PPQ70-DaytBchMain
Mills, Linda A.; North, Fred
Staff Meeting

To:
Cc:
Subject:

On behalf of Art Fitzpatrick:

There will be a Staff Meeting on Friday, January 25th. at 9:30 a.m. All nre r

annual leave. Please adjust your schedules accordingly
d, unfess you have approved

l
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St. Hilaire , Bruce
/

C :From:
Sent:

Mills , Linda A.
Friday, February 09, 2001 11:02 AM
St. Hilaire, Bruce
Chambers, Michael; Jefferson, Marlene; Gordon, Robert D.
RE: Meeting/1st response

To: )

Cc:
Subject: r >/ s

i. y i >
/ /. s'

\ / .
Bruce, your recap summation of what Mike Gallon indicated is correct. I have already given a verbal recap

h that specific incident to all the parties copied in this response. c'

7 7

£-t ^ .
!

)
\/ t - /.V7

*s.
Original Message

St. Hilaire, Bruce
Friday, February 09. 2001 10:43 AM
Mills, Linda A.
St. Hilaire, Bruce
Meeting/1st response

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ms Mills :

I wanted to first thank you for the time/meeting that occurred yesterday(2-8-01,apprx 10:00am) with myself, Supervisor
Fitzpatrick, S North and Ofcr Gallon(after initial meeting). I will be sending several other emails regarding above noted
meeting but wanted to put in writing some concerns/recap my understanding of what occurred and would request that
this be forwarded to Ms Jefferson and Mr. Chambers. After our meeting was initially set to close Ofcr Gallon and
myself asked to stay and talk to only yourself/tfvlr. Gallon made several comments that were witnessed by yourself .
One such comment made was about a meeting he had with Mr. (Sorddh prTortdTnoves being made in our circuit. Ofcr
Gallon made it quite clear thaLhe did in_fact have a meeting with Mr. Gordon the da\Li3tmvjmove and per Mr. Gallon
he.was^aaked byjyjnjGordoTi if he would have anyprobferns with thlsTnove ~diiH3Q_^i0Jig£Qbierns with himself aocLMr.
Nfcrth(B£Qfrlgms not ideTuifieHTHhen noted to yourself and ofcr gallon that why was he afforded this benefit of asking
his comfortlevel with thisTnove when others, including myself were not afforded the same benefit, respect/treatment( 2
emails, 1 IOM and numerous oral requests). No comment was made to answer. During my grievance meeting with Mr .
Chambers,etc the question was asked by myself to Mr. Gordon (on tape) if he had ever had any correspondence with
ofcr gallon regarding any moves prior to them taking place and he said that he called ofc Gallon over for a meeting on
only _drjJ^crLissues_agd_ no movement questions were eveinliscussed. It is clear from what ofcr Gallon stated to
yourielf and^yseIfthaTa“C'onversation didTake place about moves which he denied in our grievance meeting. This
tnfo is important to my situation as it proves that I was never given the same opportunity that he was after numerous
requests and time. Please respond and forward accordingly.

Thank you
Bruce W. St. Hilaire
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St. Hilaire, Bruce

St. Hilaire, Bruce
Friday, February 09. 2001 10:43 AM
Mills. Linda A.
St. Hilaire, Bruce
Meeting/ 1st response

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ms Mills:

I wanted to first thank you for the time/meeting that occurred yesterday(2-8-01,apprx 10:00am) with myself, SupervisorFitzpatrick, S North and Ofcr Gailon(after initial meeting). I will be sending several other emails regarding above notedmeeting but wanted to put in writing some concerns/recap my understanding of what occurred and would request that thisbe forwarded to Ms Jefferson and Mr. Chambers. After our meeting was initially set to close Ofcr Gallon and myself askedto stay and talk to only yourself. Mr. Gallon made several comments that were witnessed by yourself. One such commentmade was about a meeting he had with Mr. Gordon prior to moves being made in our circuit. Ofcr Gallon made it quiteclear that he did in fact have a meeting with Mr. Gordon the day of my move and per Mr. Gallon he was asked by Mr.Gordon if he would have any problems with this move due to prior problems with himself and Mr. North(problems notidentified). I then noted to yourself and ofcr gallon that why was he afforded this benefit of asking his comfort level with thismove when others , including myself were not afforded the same benefit, respect/treatment( 2 emails, 1 IOM and numerousoral requests). No comment was made to answer. During my grievance meeting with Mr. Chambers,etc the question wasasked by myself to Mr. Gordon (on tape) if he had ever had any correspondence with ofcr gallon regarding any movesprior to them taking place and he said that he called ofc Gallon over for a meeting on only drug crt issues and no
movement questions were ever discussed. It is clear from what ofcr Gallon stated to yourself and Myself that a
conversation did take place about moves which he denied in our grievance meeting. This info is important to my situationas it proves that I was never given the same opportunity that he was after numerous requests and time. Please respondand forward accordingly .
Thank you
Bruce W. St. Hilaire

l



St. Hilaire, Bruce

System Administrator
Mills, Linda A.
Friday, February 09, 2001 10:43 AM
Delivered: Meeting/1st response

From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

Your message

Mills, Linda A.
St. Hilaire, Bruce
Meeting/1st response
02/09/2001 10:43 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Sent:

was delivered to the following recipient(s):

Mills, Linda A. on 02/09/2001 10:43 AM
St. Hilaire, Bruce on 02/09/2001 10:43 AM

1



St. Hilaire, Bruce

St. Hilaire, Bruce
Monday, May 07, 2001 10:15 AM
Chambers, Michael
St. Hilaire, Bruce

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Good morning Mr. Chambers. The following has transpired since our last conversation. I received a phone call from Mr.
Gordon on Friday at 4:30pm. questioning the same issue you had concerning why I had not been contacted by 070
concerning my new job assignment. He noted various reasons and further stated that first thing Monday morning Mr.

North would be contacting this officer to advise same. On Monday, 5-7-01, at approximately 8:45am, I received a call from
gigi rush (per her my immediate supervisor) and was first asked "why did I not contact her first instead of " At this point I
stopped her and noted why wasn't Mr. North contacting this officer as Mr. Gordon had stated. Her reply was that she was
instructed to do so by Mr. North. ! then noted that she had been misinformed and I had not contacted anyone and further
did not feel this was an appropriate response. In regards to my job assignment she noted that I would be doing mostly dop
overflow and some yo cases. She also noted that she personally did not have a problem with me (is she or anyone else
suppose to) but again asked why I did not contact her first. With my pending situation not being concluded I feel again
with the above noted information that l am again being treated differently/unfairly than others. I find it strange that
someone has to be told how to notify a person regarding a promotion and new job duties when it should be standard
operating procedure.As I noted to you before, l wasn't even sent a congratulation until some week later and received
numerous phone calls from officers/supervisors questioning the promotion-You were nice enough to contact me and I truly
appreciate it I'm not sure how to feel right now but you can count on my doing the best job possible wherever I am
placed.
Thank you.Bruce

l



St. Hilaire, Bruce

Mills, Linda A.
Monday, April 30, 2001 2:31 PM
R1-PP07-AII
Jefferson, Marlene; Chambers, Michael
Promotion

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Column Twill.gif

The Circuit office is pleased to announce the promotion effective 4/27/01 of CPO Bruce St.
Hiliare to CPSO at the 070 office. Officer St. Hiliare brings over 7 years experience as a CPO to his new
position. Please join me in congratulating him in his new assignment.

/
V

Linda A . Mills
Deputy Circuit Administrator
(904) 756 -7418
5C 380-7413 J 'Z)/V79

i
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS

OFFICE OF THE COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS

MEMO TO: All DC Staff

Hieteenthia (Tina) HayesFROM :

May 4, 2001DATE:

SUBJECT: Appointments

Please join me in offering your support to the following staff as they accept new responsibilities within the department. Reporting
dates will be coordinated by the Regional Directors.

Name From: To:

;c ^Robert Gordons
Gene Brown

Circuit Administrator - Circuit 07 - Daytona
Circuit Administrator - Circuit 18 -Sanford

Circuit Administrator-Circuit 18 - Sanford
Circuit Administrator- Circuit 07 - Daytona

Secretary

MWM/HH/sw

Michael D. Woile, Deputy ^ecrecaiy
Percy Williams, Chief, Bureau of Personnel

cc:

I / - >(. <( /1 " L he f tfcf/'t*?K T



St. Hilaire, Bruce

Robbins, Hillary
Friday, March 16, 2001 10:29 AM
St. HilaireTBruce
RE: Staff Meeting Minutes - Region I

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

/
No problem, anything for a patriot 1! !

Original Message
St. Hilaire. Bruce
Friday. March 16. 2001 10:17 AM
Robbins, Hillary
RE: Staff Meeting Minutes - Region I

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

/ 77/ /'

-"v ' A./ C' L &

BruceThank you

Original Message
Robbins, Hillary
Friday. March 16, 2001 10:05 AM
St. Hilaire. Bruce

Subject: FW: Staff Meeting Minutes - Region I

From:
Sent:
To:

(J-

fOriginal Message
Daniel, Douglas
Friday, March 16, 2001 10:01 AM
Robbins, Hillary

Subject: FW: Staff Meeting Minutes - Region I

7 -/c- c
• From:

Sent:
To:

Scroll down, see where it says, make avail, to all staff? Oh well!!! ! Happy reading!

Original Message
Hayes, Paul
Monday. March 12, 2001 4:10 PM
R1-PP075-Bunnell
•MANNING,KEVIN1

Subject: FW: Staff Meeting Minutes - Region I

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Original Message
Gordon, Robert D.
Monday, March 12. 2001 9:29 AM
Georgianna Rush; Gerald Kennedy; Gregory Holcomb; Jacquelyn Quillen; James Czerwinski; Linda Evans; Steven Curry; Velma

Brown; Vicki Dunn; Arthur Fawcett; Arthur FitzPatrick; Carol Lively; Dalila Jenkins; Edward Seltzer; Fred North; Jack
Hopkins, Linda Mills; Muisha Roger/; Paul Hayos; Robert Gordon

Subject: FW: Staff Meeting Minutes - Region I

From:
Sent:
To:

please review and make available to vour staff.
Original Message

Brandon. Brenda
Thursday. March 08, 2001 10:14 AM
Adam Thomas; Barry Groves; Charles Harrison; Don Waldron; Robert Gordon; Ronald Williams; Sharon Lord; Charles Davidson;

Deborah Brown; Jenny Nimer; Joe Attwood; Linda Mills; Ralph Henderson; Raymond McShane
Hayes, Hieteenthia (Tina); Walker, Sibyle; Jefferson, Marlene

Subject: Staff Meeting Minutes - Region I

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Attached are the CA/DCA staff meeting minutes for December 2000 and January 2001 for Region I.

<< Fite: CA DCA Staff Mtg. December.doc >> << File: CA DCA Meeting 1-30-01.doc >>

Brenda r» r£. uc-ion
Exc 'c -u:;: 'e >Vcrt’ l < i n;
kemon J O r o/ r



Circuit Administrator/Deputy Circuit Administrator Monthly Staff Meeting
January 30 , 2001 - Tallahassee Intake Office

PERSENT: Mr, Chambers, Ms. Jefferson, Ralph Henderson, Sharon Lord, Chuck Davidson,

Adam Thomas, Joe Attwood, Doug Harrison, Ray McShane, Don Waldron, Deborah Brown,
Linda Mills, Bob Gordon, Barry Groves, Jenny Nimer , Ron Williams

Larry Hamilton, Tina Hayes, Morgan Klingman, Dave Savary, Ron Mercer andGUEST:
Dennis Nielsen

MINUTES: Brenda Brandon

AGENDA ITEMS

Special Olympics Law Enforcement - Secretaries Letter - Beginning 1/29/01 the Special
Olympics Law Enforcement Torch Run 2001 will kick off . Representatives will be selling T-
shirts, and there will be casual days in the month of April. Staff is encouraged to
participate. For additional information visit the web site as indicated on memo.

Second Community Service Work Logs - No screen has been put out, as of this date to
use. Staff /Supervisors are not to keep a 2nd log.

Community Corrections Phone Directory - Please send in any updates/changes to Brenda
so that she can update the phone directory as needed. Regina Blackstock is responsible
for making changes on the DC Web.

Hiring Problems - Vacant Positions - Tracking - Promotions are generally completed in a
timely manner , however new hires have been a major problem. Some of the problems are
with background checks, interviews, etc. Please voice your concerns to Mr. Chambers and
Ms. Jefferson.

COPES Run vs. Position Descriptions vs. Actual Assignment - Circuit Administrators
need to get a COPES Run for their circuit and compare them to what you have, (see if they
match), and copy Ms. Jefferson. If there is anything different, do not make changes. Mr.

Chambers will submit them to Ms. Hayes for review.

P-Card - Pride Orders - When you place an order with any PRIDE Industry, you will need
the following information: The cardholders name, their phone number, and the name of the
person ordering, if different from the cardholder. DO NOT include your card number
when ordering by fax or phone. You will be contacted by one of the personnel, mentioned
on the memo, for your card number.

P-Card - Processing Timely - The department is currently behind some $290,000 dollars.

Please make sure that the Purchasing Card Coordinator is monitoring the SAMAS Screen
l



for charges. Additionally, the processor needs to make this their highest priority until
this situation is under control.

Sr . CJIT - Effective February 1st Reggie Colston will no longer be working in the RegionI
office. He will be working in Central Office with the Absconder Program. Please let Ms.
Jefferson know if there are any problems.

COPS Procedure - Re: Cash - Do not put any cash in the deposits (mail), it is a violation
of the policy.

On Time Investigations - This report was briefly reviewed and discussed.

Jail Bed Program Status (Circuit 2, 3, <& 14) - Effective June 30 the programs will be
terminated. Please stay in contact with each other regarding this issue.

Overtime Status & Discussion (CPS) - Continue to monitor overtime very closely,
• including CPS. Suggest that staff flex out their overtime, be creative and try to avoid

overtime when possible.

CPS Alerts/Concerns - Each Circuit was asked how these are being monitored? A weekly
written report is sent out to Circuit 14, Circuit 1 is acquiring theirs verbally, and Circuit
2 is getting a weekly printout. Circuit 3 has no units, Circuit 4 will find out and advise,
Circuit 7 gets a daily report, and Circuit 8 is getting e-mails, and as needed are getting
reports from supervisors. In all circuits, the on-call person is notifying their supervisor if
there are problems/ issues, and supervisors are notifying the CA /DCA if problems/issues
can not be resolved.

CPS Page Delays (Ron Mercer) - Page Net has better coverage than Web Link, Mr.
Mercer suggested that we go to rage Net. When using Page Net , there is a 1 -800 number
that you will be required to call when you get a page, if you don't call, you will get another
page within 10 minutes. Starting next year the Correctional Program Supervisor will also
be conducting the audit. The new audit will be broken down by CP5/RF. Additionally, the
new Policy was handed out and reviewed briefly. If you have any questions you can call Mr.
Mercer at 410-4334.

NCIC Notifies Eliminated - NCIC notifications have been eliminated.

Shred File Information - Offender Sorts Dumpsters - Make sure that any information
that your staff discards from files, etc. is shred.

CO - Community Corrections - Progress Reports (Larry Hamilton) - Mr. Hamilton was
present at the meeting and staff had many issues/concerns to discuss regarding progress
reports. Some issues were the employment screen not being ready, shortcuts, codes, the
different screens that are utilized, training, support staff having the capability of



entering the prior record, etc. It was noted that there is a lot of general information
available in the OBIS Manual.

Personnel - Marianna Service Center (Morgan Klingman) - Ms. Klingman discussed some
of the personnel issues/concerns. It was determined that if you want to reclassify a

position, or move a position you will need to go through the chain of command, who will in
reTurn contact Helen Reese,

contact their Service Center. A COPES Run for Positions, Title, etc. is called an
Impromptu Report. Remember that these reports are confidential.

When the Circuit needs a COPES Run they will need to

Programs (Dennis Nielsen) - Mr . Nielsen discussed Programs issues/concerns, as follows:

Invoice certif ication process will be the Circuit Program Supervisor's responsibilities once
the procedure is in place. The Circuit Program Supervisor may also do the monthly EM
(evaluation) report.

' Black History Month is during February (2001). Each Circuit should be doing something
within their Circuit for Black History Month, and should coordinate activities/events with
the Circuit Program Supervisor. Events should be designed and created for offenders and
staff, (see memo). Please e-mail Ms. Jefferson, by Friday (2/2/01), the activities/events
that will take place in your circuit .

Jail Bed Programs: The notices dated 1/10/01, indicated that there will no longer be a jail
bed program after 6/30/01
(immediately, per the Secretaries memo).

There should be no further referrals after 1/10/01

PRC Closure's: This was briefly discussed.

Fleet Management (Dave Savory) - Mr. Savary discussed fleet management issues. Fleer
management is now standardizing cars, forms, repairs to vehicles, etc . There is now a new
card available, the Voyager Card. These cards are used to purchase gas, for maintenance,

towing, emergencies, etc. Additionally, by using these cards you will not be charged tax at
the gas pumps. You will still need to record gas, mileage, etc. on the vehicle log until told
differently. When filling out the vehicle log, make sure that you put a date in for every
day that the car is being operated. When you get the Voyager Card send your other gas
cards to Bureau of Field Support Services. When it is time to change the oil please try to
use the institutions because it cost less to have it done there, ($9.00). Vehicle logs go to
the service center that services your region, and they need to be in by the 5th of each
month, or before. Make sure that you maximize the use of the vehicles. Mr. Savory’s
phone number is S/C 210-4161, please feel free to call him for anything.

Vehicle Information - Each circuit needs to e-mail Brenda the following information, by
Friday, 2/2/01: Vehicle make, model, year, VIN number and the DC property tag number .



Case Review Concerns/Issues - This was briefly discussed. Sex offender case reviews

are being done quarterly , by exceptions. Case reviews summaries need to be placed in the

file after being reviewed by the supervisor and signed by the officer . If the officer is

not available a copy of the case review summary needs to be left with the office

supervisor.

Reviewing Monthly Travel - Ensure that everyone (officers) do travel vouchers on a

monthly basis. Additionally, if an employee travels , they do need to submit a travel

voucher .

Offender Photos - When you take an offenders photo do not give the offender the option

of where he wants his/her photo to be place, (Internet/Intranet).

Org. Charts or Staff Updates (Monthly) - Update org. charts monthly and send to Ms.

Jefferson. If no changes just a short e-mail stating that there were no changes, will be

sufficient.

Staff Rotations - Stop alj staff rotations,until a policy has been developed. If you need

to rotate staff you m
there is a need to rotate staff , please sit down with that staff and talk with them, let

them know why you need to rotate them Additionally, ask that staff person if thereJs
anything that you need to know before you make your decision.

nlk to Mr Chnmbers /Ms Jefferson before doing anything. If

Grievance - Communication - Make sure that you have an "open door" so that staff can

communicate with you. Good communication may help cut down on grievances. Please

continue to communicate with your staff . Secure all information prior to contacting

Region.

Regional Director - Deputy Regional Director - Functional Areas - Mr . Chambers briefI',
discussed the functional areas of the RD/DRD, and will put out an e-mail advising who does

what concerning functional areas.

Timely Response to Request - If you are sent an e-mail that requires a response, by a

certain time, ensure you meet the requested deadline.

Training Status/Circuit Trainer - All training needs to be completed. Ensure that your

staff completes the required training needs and receives the proper credit.

Basic CPO Academy Statues - As of this date there has been no academy dates set.

Forms Log - Make sure that all new forms are logged on the forms log. A hand out with

directions for saving, retrieving and using forms from web site was given out.

Circuit Administrator/Deputy Circuit Administrator (Duties) - Please provide Ms.

Jefferson with a list of duties that the Circuit Administrator and Deputy Circuit

4



Administrator are responsible f o r . This needs to be in by the 10th of February. Break it
down by who does what i.e. PARS, Grievances, signing travel vouchers, time sheets, etc.

Legislative Session - During the legislative session ensure that you have your cell phones
and pagers on at all times. Make sure that your staff assistance knows were you are at all
times.

Non Secure Programs (What Code) - The 01- Active code is being used in most circuits.
Continue to use 01- Action code.

Risk Class Update - The risk class procedure has not been changed/updated as of this
date. It was mentioned that they were going to change/update in the near future.

Overtime - GPS Officers are being told that there is no overtime,

available, however we do need to do a better job managing overtime. Please let staff know
that we do still have overtime. If it is unavoidable and you used good management skills,

' then overtime is available, as long as it is justified.

Overtime is still

With no further items to discuss the meeting was adjourned.

APPROVED BY:

Michael L. Chambers
Regional Director - RegionI
Off ice of Community Corrections

i ina Hayes, Director , Of f i ce o f Community Corrections
Circuit Administrators
Deputy Circuit Administrators
File

Cc-

s



Dear Ms Houpt: I spoke with yourself in March and you noted that without investigation # you

could not look up,etc....I sent this msg below 3-20 to the investigator assigned and still haven't

received a response as of this date( not even a response as a courtesy on who to contact if

wrong ,how,etc) andI am requesting this as a citizen not on the "clock" so I’m not sure what my

next step should be. Can you reply or send this to the appropriate person to obtain a copy of the

investigation/s if it has in fact been completed. Any help is greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.

Bruce W. St. Hilaire
BStHilaire@msn.com

Y n'

Original Message
From: Bruce St. Hilaire
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2001 9: 32 PM
To: bsthilaire@msn.com
Subject: Fw: Public Record Request

LJ .'&AJ Ajc fx~\ r-n i (_r fXU I°I Oc PC . u1Cp—77T-

— Original Message
From: Bruce St. Hilaire
Sent: Tuesday , March 20, 2001 5:29 PM
To: moorman.char!es@mail. dc.state.fi.us
Subject: Public Record Request

Inspector Moorman: Icontacted legal and spoke with Chip Thurber who explained that I needed

to make a public record request from general counsel to obtain copy of the investigation/s you

were assigned to regarding my C.A. and the letter,etc..(7th circuit P&P). After contacting same,
I spoke with Diane Houpt who noted she needed the report number/s to initiate the process. I
was told my request must be made on my own time and not using DC computer so I am

requesting the aformentioned #/#’s (if completed) so thatI can then request copy of

the report/s from general counsel. Thank you. Please respond to BStHitaire@msn.com

Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http: / /expiorer .msn.com
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rage z o iz

3ruce W. St. Hilaire

—- Original Message
:rom: Schwartz, Susan
sent: Tuesday , May 15, 2001 2:32 PM
ro: 'BStHilaire@msn.com'
subject: Public Records

\fter a thorough search of the Inspector General Investigation logs and a
;onversation with Inspector Moorman,I have concluded that no investigation
vas conducted. Consequently, no documents exist that are responsive to your
equest.

susan Schwartz
\sst. General Counsel
:lorida Department of Corrections

Set your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http:/ /explorer.msn.com
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Sent this to Mickey tonight....what do you think ? ?? ?Talk to y^tomorrow. ...BWS

— Original Message —
From: Bruce St. Hilaire
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2001 7:53 PM
To: Chambers.michael@mail.dc.state. fi.us
Subject: Fw: Public Records

FYI. . . .It appears, per Ms Schwartz/General Counsel, that no investigation has ev
conducted by the IG's office regarding our conversations concerning the handling of a situation
within our department,etc. You told me to be patient and wait for this investigation to be
completed and I have done so. Not only yourself but Ms Mills as well as Ms Jefferson noted the
same. AsI noted to Ms Schwartz,I sent an email to Moorman on 3-20 requesting an
investigation # if/when he had completed same butI still hadn’t received a response until
another sent to General Counsel on 5-11. I know when a private citizen requests info from
Probation/Parole we respond ASAP with at least a response to the question-why didn't my
request warrant at least a response(especially if no investigation was being completed) asIhave
been waiting since Jan?Icould ask more questions but it appears there is no need/I'm shocked
with the response noted from general counsel,especially with all the time that I've been waiting
to finally get some answers. I have forwarded all information to my attorney regarding the
aforementioned circumstances as well as previous information noted.Iwas hoping after seven +
years of excellent service within the departmentIdeserved a complete investigation of the facts
presented and at least some answers. Thank you for your time.
Bruce W. St. Hilaire

n

Original Message
From: Bruce St. Hilaire
Sent: Wednesday , May 16, 2001 11:01 PM
To: BStHilaire@msn.com
Subject: Fw: Public Records

Original Message
From: Bruce St. Hilaire
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2001 3:56 AM
To: Schwartz.Susan@MAIL.DC.STATE.FL.US
Subject: F.v: Public Records

Original Message
From: Bruce St. Hilaire
Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2001 6:32 PM
To: Schwartz.Susan@MA|L.DC.STATE.FL.US
Subject: Re: Public Records

Ms Schwartz: Thank you for taking the time to respond to my request.I'm definately
concerned that there is no information/documents that exist regarding same asIwas told
by my Regional Admin., Mickey Chambers, that an investigation was/has been taking place
since my situation was brought to his attention some time in Jan,2001. Ihave been waiting
for this information since then as has been my attorney. If in fact there was no investigation
conducted from the start and my conversations, as well as other officers/supervisors with
Inspector Moorman did not warrant an investigation by the department, why didn't
Inspector Moorman reply to my email 3 - 20-01 asIhave been waiting for a reply since then.
I would have at least expected a response from him asI talked to him on at least 3
occassions regarding same. Again, thank you for responding in a timely manner.

7/17/2001
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\fter a thorough search of the Inspector General Investigation logs and a
xmversation with Inspector Moorman,I have concluded that no investigation
vas conducted. Consequently, no documents exist that are responsive to your
equest.

Susan Schwartz
\sst. General Counsel
-iorida Department of Corrections
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St. Hilaire, Bruce

Chambers, Michael
St. Hilaire, Bruce
IG investigation

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mr. Chambers:
During our previous conversations regarding the situation that I asked be investigated by our department, you told me to
wait and be patient as the investigation was being conducted,etc.. On 3-20-01 I sent an email from my personal computer
to Inspector Moorman requesting an investigation number to request from general counsel said investigation if/when
ready. I never received a response so on 5-11-01 sent request to General Counsel regarding same and attached my
original msg to Moorman. \ received a response from Susan Schwartz,Asst. General Counsel, on 5-15-01 noting "after a
thorough search of the IG's Investigation Log and a direct conversation with Moorman, I have concluded that no
investigation was conducted/no documents exist that are responsive to your request’1???? I responded noting concerns of
the aforementioned and further, why as a citizen can I request a response on my own time and not even receive same
(from Moorman or someone in his office) as I think I deserve.! have been waiting, per your request as well as others in this
deptartment, for this investigation to be completed and have followed all direction given but now the above has been
noted, i am sending you this email during work hours as this is a work related issue that was brought to the department's
attention and per the above, was never conducted? Due to the aforementioned circumstances, I have forwarded all
information to my personal attorney, Gayle S. Grazianno.
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FYI . ...It appears, per Ms Schwartz/General Counsel, that no investigation has ever been conductedby the IG's office regarding our conversations concerning the handling of a situation within ourdepartment,etc. You told me to be patient and wait for this investigation to be completed andIhave done so. Not only yourself but Ms Mills as well as Ms Jefferson noted the same. AsInoted toMs Schwartz,I sent an email to Moorman on 3-20 requesting an investigation # if/when he hadcompleted same butI still hadn't received a response until another sent to General Counsel on 5-11. I know when a private citizen requests info from Probation/Parole we respond ASAP with atleast a response to the question-why didn't my request warrant at least a response(especially if noinvestigation was being completed) asI have been waiting since Jan? I could ask more questions
but it appears there is no need/I'm shocked with the response noted from general
counsel,especially with all the time thatI've been waiting to finally get some answers.I have
forwarded all information to my attorney regarding the aforementioned circumstances as well asprevious information noted. I was hoping after seven + years of excellent service within thedepartment I deserved a complete investigation of the facts presented and at least some answers.Thank you for your time.
Bruce W. St. Hilaire

Original Message —
From: Bruce St. Hilaire
Sent: Wednesday , May 16, 2001 11:01 PM
To: BStHilaire@msn.com
Subject: Fw: Public Records

Original Message —
From: Bruce St. Hilaire
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2001 3:56 AM
To: Schwartz.Susan@MAILDC.STATE.FLUS
Subject: Fw: Public Records i
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\ j S* 1Original Message

From: Bruce St. Hilaire
Sent: Tuesday , May 15, 2001 6:32 PM
To: Schwa rtz.Susan@MAlL.DC.STATE.FL.US
Subject: Re. Public Records l /711- .0

wily l' /'J °
i, •-Ms Schwartz: Thank you for taking the time to respond to my request.I'm definately

concerned that there is no information/documents that exist regarding same as I was told bymy Regional Admin., Mickey Chambers, that an investigation was/has been taking place sincemy situation was brought to his attention some time in Jan,2001.I have been waiting for this
information since then as has been my attorney. If in fact there was no investigation
conducted from the start and my conversations, as well as other officers/supervisors with
Inspector Moorman did not warrant an investigation by the department, why didn’t Inspector ^Moorman reply to my email 3-20 -01 asIhave been waiting for a reply since then.I would
have at least expected a response from him asItalked to him on at least 3 occassions
regarding same. Again, thank you for responding in a timely manner.
Bruce W. St. Hilaire
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A-Original Message
From: Schwartz, Susan
Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2001 2:32 PM
To: 'BStHilaire@msn. conV
Subject: Public Records
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Frederick, Frances

From:
Sent:

Frederick, Frances
Thursday, October 04, 2001 10:02 AM
Mills, Linda A.
Frederick, Frances
Transfer

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dear Ms. Mills,
I just wanted to follow up on your unexpected phone cal! on Monday. I was not able to discuss much as there were two
officers in my office discussing a case. As stated earlier to you in my e-mail and in your office, no I am not happy about
going to the DeLand office as it will be an unneeded hardship on myself. It will cost me monetarily, bottom line. I am still
unsure on how I was selected, other than that my number came up.
I don't understand the Department's rationale on taking the most experienced officers out of court and placing them in the
least liability areas ie: Drug court and PTI. Both of these positions have already been done by CPO's in the past and both
require minimum supervision ie:d. court is judicialiy supervised as well as the treatment provider and PTI is not a court
ordered sanction. PTI was supposed to be moving away from certified staff, either back to the State Attorney's office or
to a paraprofessionai, in the near future. So why do we now need our Senior officer's in these positions? This appears to
be a public safety issue, in that available senior officers should be utilized by monitoring higher level supervision cases
other than the ones noted above.
jl also learned that Mr. Saieska has a lateral to go to the westside, DeLand. If this is his need and desire to move there,'and my need and desire is to stay on the eastside, why not help/us both^ut which in turn would help the Department.
Again, this is information and suggestions that I wanted to forward for you\review, as you appeared to be interested in
my input. / \
As always, thank you and please call me if you need. / \
Fran / \
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Dear Ms. Mills.

I just wanted to reiterate some things that we discussed earlier today and also expound
upon some others.
First of all. I want to say that I am not of the thinking that we need court officers or that
court officers are irreplaceable. I believe that the job can be done without officers in
court, as long as we are able to have good communication with the State Attorney 's
office and the Clerk of the Circuit Court. That is one of the reasons that 1 requested to
come out of court. I felt that 1 was missing out on the day to day dealings of having a
caseload. 1 also think that officers away from supervision lose out on what we as officers
are reailv all about.

That is why I requested to come off of the court team. When I stated this to you, you
said that that was one of the reasons that I was being sent to DeLand. In essence. I
requested to get a caseload, so I am being punished by being the only court officer in
Daytona to come back to supervision not in the Daytona area. I would think that being
the only one to take the initiative to do a different work load would not penalize me.

I see many officers that, have been promoted and been in the same position, and office for
many years. I can list numerous people that are still in positions that they were in way
longer than when I came to the 07-0 office.

It also seems to me that throughout these past few years there has been a huge morale
problem in the 07-0 office. Much of that problem is that the officers in this building are
swamped and drowning, whether anybody wants to acknowledge that or not. One of the
biggest problems in this office is work inequalities. This is the most apparent in M.
Gallon's workload. The whole time I have been here, officers have made complaints to
supervisors regarding the same, only to be told that things were changing or that officers
didn't know what they were talking about. However, it seems very clear to me that with
this new plan that is to take effect, you are agreeing with everything. It will take two
CPO’s , each carrying a reduced caseload, to cover Briese, Johnson, and Hutcheson. But
Monaco's replacement is only one CPO with a caseload. So, if that’s the case, then
there has been huge workload disparity all along. Once again, he is getting preferential
treatment because he is the only one staying in court. He is once again getting rewarded
for doing less work.

It was also stated in this meeting Drug court officers will have to be CPSO’s. It was later
stated that ALL court officers are to be CPO's. Why the disparity?

I feel as if I am being singled out. I am the only one going to a DeLand caseload. You
noted the decision was previously made by Mr. Brown, who has since retired. Why
would Mr. Brown single me out as the only court officer to be moved to DeLand if in fact
he already knew the entire court team would be disbanned/transferred to CPO's? I have
been one of the busiest court officers, the numbers prove it. Yet I feel that 1 am being
punished since all other officers are staying on the East side of the county. 07-1 is
supposedly at full staff. Also, 3 CPO's are moving to 07-0 and only two CPSO's are



moving to 07-7. So, there is apparently room for me to do a caseload in 07-7. I don' t
believe that my affiliation with B. St. Hilaire should have any bearing on decision making
as to where I should be placed, and that is the way it appears. I don't believe that I am
being treated fairly or equally as the other three court officers. As 1 mentioned to you
earlier, this will be like taking a pay cut w'hile the other three remain status quo.

You also mentioned supervisor flexibility and the fact that Officer Gallon was "hand
picked"’ by both supervisor's Fawcett and North to do Drug Court. What could possibly
be their reason for this pick? Officer Gallon has not had a caseload for over 5 years,
since his promotion. So how does this benefit the Department or him? I would request
that you question other random staff in the 07-0 office to find their feelings on these
inequalities. These disparities were brought to the Department’s attention over a year ago
by CPO Heidt . . .(she noted to Mr. Chambers via e-mail then that there were major
disparities regarding the aforementioned and the Drug Court officer should have then
been a CPSO position) whereas then DRA Ivey responded that Officer Gallon’s caseload
was much less than others and should be rectified/looked into immediately. That was
almost a year ago

i have been a conscientious, hard working employee for eight years who has always
excelled in job duties and further, have always looked to help others (my personnel file
is proof of that ). I have always been there for the Department and would expect the
Department listen to my concerns at this time. Please respond accordingly to this most
important message. Again, as a dedicated employee, I am not asking for special
treatment, just equal treatment.

Thank you for your time



Frederick, Frances

Frederick, Frances
Saturday, September 22, 2001 12:37 PM
Mills , Linda A.
Chambers, Michael; Frederick, Frances
RE: Transfer

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Per your answer to my email, it appears a management decision had already been made to relocate court officers to their
new assignments. Per CA/DCA meeting in January, it was noted communication was essential prior to any moves being
made with staff, etc . Also the PBA contract specifically notes that the officer will be contacted first prior to any moves etc.
I mentioned various concerns of which NONE were addressed. During our phone conversation I was never given a
straight forward answer as to how I was the one picked. Why weren’t all four of us consulted as to our feelings and let us
discuss and have a say in the decision that was being made about ALL of our outcomes7 Approximately one month ago I
brought workload concerns to the attention of my supervisor Fred North, (Gallon's arraignment docket of 3 people) and
stressed the same concerns noted, of which I feel as well as many others in this office. No one wili look at these facts. I
must stress once again that this will be a hardship on myself . I don’t have the most seniority, but I certainly don't have the
least . The only way the state can reward good employees, because they can’t do it monetarily, is to give them say in
their job assignments. Since I have been with the Department, only two officers have been involuntarily transferred and in
both of those cases, the officers noted it was for punishment . This definetely does not seem to be an
operational/management decision of good faith. I live the farthest east and have also worked in 3 separate offices. I took
a promotion to come to 07-0. I can name numerous officers who have NEVER worked in a different office location. All of
those officers could have been moved instead of myself .
In your response (9 days later which is not considered good communication) you noted you never met with any of us,
however you had officer Gallon stay after the meeting and according to him he had a meeting with you on the afternoon of
9/11/01 at approx. 3pm. If this is not true, then someone is not telling the truth, and this is a poor time for this to be
happening, j could go on, but will meet with you on Monday am to discuss these matters. Again, and in conclusion, I
have worked here 8 years, with great service, and at this time feel that the Department should address my concerns ail of
which have a factual basis. Equal treatment is all I am looking for. Thank you.

Original Message
Mills, Linda A.
Thursday, September 20, 2001 10:22 AM
Frederick, Frances
Chambers, Michael; Jefferson, Marlene; North, Fred
RE: Transfer

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

On 9/10/01 I met with you as well as the other 3 Court officers in your office to inform you of a
management decision that was being made that involved each of you being reassigned to a different office
and different work responsibilities as a CPSO. I have not met with any of you since that time. I have
explained this mcmagerneni decision 1o all three wf >uj unJ tS .e i eason for same. I subsequently had an
additional conversation with you on the phone and further explained the decision to you. While I
understand and realize staff will not always agree with every decision made, it is important to me to
ensure that staff understand the reason(s) for those decisions whether they like them or not . I have
informed you of this management action and explained the reasons for it. You have expressed your
feelings to me about it which indicates to me you understand it but you do not agree with your assignment
to a particular office . I understand that, however the decision stands . If I can assist you with any
other issue of concernI will be happy to do that .

Linda A. Mills
Deputy Circuit Administrator
(386) 756-7418
SC 380-7418
FAX (386) 756-7441

Original Message
Frederick, Frances
Tuesday, September 18, 2001 12:08 PM
Mills, Linda A.
Frederick, Frances

Subject: FW: Transfer

On 9/11/01. I forwarded the attached email to you regarding various concerns and questions regarding my

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

1



placement to 07-1. I still have not been afforded an answer or even a response to same. It has come to my
attention that Ofc. Gallon has had two meetings with Admin since the 9/10/01 meeting with all court officers. Are
my concerns not as important as his9 If there are other issues on the table, l would appreciate a response as this
affects me directly , professionally and personally

Original Message
Frederick, Frances
Tuesday, September 11, 2001 8:11 AM
Mills, Linda A.
Frederick, Frances

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject: Transfer

Dear Ms. Mills,

t just wanted to reiterate some things that we discussed earlier yesterday and also expound on some others.
First of all, I want to say that I am not of the thinking that we need court officers or that court officers are
irreplaceable. I believe that the job can be done without officers in court, as long as we are able to have good
commuinication with the State Attorney’s office and the Clerk of the Circuit Court. That is one of the reasons that I
requested to come out of court. I felt that I was missing out on the day to day dealings of having a caseload . 1
also think that officers away from supervision lose out on what we as officers are really all about.

That is why 1 requested to come off of the court team. When I stated this to you, you said that that was one of the
reasons that I was being sent to DeLand. In essence, I requested to get a caseload, so I am being punished by
being the only court officer in Daytona to come back to supervision not in the Daytona area. I would think that
being the only one to take the initiative to do a different work load would not penalize me.

•I see many officers that have been promoted and been in the same position, and office for many years. I can list
numerous people that are still in positions that they were in way longer than when I came to the 07-0 office.

It also seems to me that throughout these past few years there has been a huge morale problem in the 07-0 office.
Much of that problem is that the officers in this building are swamped and drowning, whether anybody wants to

acknowledge that or not. One of the biggest problems in this office is work inequalities. This is the most apparent
in M. Gallon’s workload. The whole time i have been here, officers have made complaints to supervisors
regarding the sme, only to be told that things were changing or that officers didn’t know what they were talking
about. However, it seems very clear to me that with this new plan that is to take effect, you are agreeing with
everything. It will take two CPO's, each carrying a reduced caseload, to cover Briese, Johnson, and Hutcheson.
But Monaco’s replacement is only one CPO with a caseload. So, if that 's the case, then there has been huge
workload disparity ail along. Once again, he is getting rewarded for doing less work.

It was also stated in this meeting Drug Court officers will have to be CPSO’s. It was later stated that ALL court
officers are to be CPO’s. Why the disparity?

I feel as if I am being singled out. I am the only one going to a DeLand caseload. You noted the decision was
previously made by Mr. Brown, who has since retired. Why would Mr. Brown single me out as the only court
officer to be moved to DeLand tfJn fart he already.knew the entire court team would be disbanned/transferred to
CPO's? I have been one of the busiest court officer , the numbers prove it. Yet I feel that I am being punished
since all other officers are staying on the East side of the county. 07-1 is supposedly at full staff, and are sending
someone to the east side to make room for me. Also, 3 CPO’s are moving to 07-0 and only two CPSO’s are
moving to 07-7. So, there is apparently room for me to do a caseload in 07-7. I don't believe that my affiliation
with B. St. Hilaire should have any bearing on decision making as to where I should be placed, and that is the way
it appears. I don't believe that I am being treated fairly or equally as the other three court officers. As I mentioned
to you earlier, this will be like taking a pay cut while the other three remain status quo.

You also mentioned supervisor flexibility and the fact that Officer Gallon was "hand picked" by bothe supervisor's
Fawcett and North to do Drug Court. What could ossibiy be their reason for this pick? Officer Gallon has not had
a caseload for over 5 years , since his promotion. So how does this benefit the Department or him? I would
request that you question other random staff in the 07-0 office to find their feelings on these inequalities. These
disparities were brought to the Department’s attention over a year ago by CPO Heidt...(she noted to Mr. Chambers
via e-mail then that there were major disparities regarding the aforementioned and the Drug Court officer should
have then been a CPSO position) whereas then DRA Ivey responded that Officer Gallon's caseload was much
less than others and should be rectified/looked into immediately. That was almost a year ago....

I have been a conscientious, hard working employee for eight years who has always excelled in job duties and
further, have always looked to help others(my personnel file is proof of that). I have always been there for
Department and would expect the Department listen to my concerns at this time. Please respond accordingly to
this most important message. Again, as a dedicated employee, I am not asking for special treatment, just equal
treatment.

Thank you for your time.
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Frederick, Frances
Tuesday, September 11, 2001 8:1 1 AM
Mills, Linda A.

Frederick, Frances
Transfer

From:
Sent: - /

/;
1/To:

i.0 7,Cc: v-'-tSubject:
<r //-&/ &

Dear Ms. Mills,

I just wanted to reiterate some things that we discussed earlier yesterday and also expound on some others! —First of ail , 1 want to say that ! am not of the thinking that we need court officers or that court officers are irreplaceable. 1believe that the iob can be done without officers in court, as long as we are able to have good commuinication with theState Attorney’s office and the Clerk of the Circuit Court. That is one of the reasons that i requested to come out of court.I felt that I was missing out on the day to day dealings of having a caseload. I also think that officers away fromsupervision lose out on what we as officers are really all about.

That is why I requested to come off of the court team. When I stated this to you, you said that that was one of the reasonsthat I was being sent to DeLand. In essence, I requested to get a caseload, so I am being punished by being the onlycourt officer in Daytona to come back to supervision not in the Daytona area. I would think that being the only one to takethe initiative to do a different work load would not penalize me.
I see many officers that have been promoted and been in the same position, and office for many years. I can listnumerous people that are still in positions that they were in way longer than when I came to the 07-0 office.
It also seems to me that throughout these past few years there has been a huge morale problem in the 07-0 office. Muchof that problem is that the officers in this building are swamped and drowning, whether anybody wants to acknowledgethat or not. One of the biggest problems in this office is work inequalities. This is the most apparent in M. Gallon'sworkload. The whole time I have been here, officers have made complaints to supervisors regarding the sme, only to betold that things were changing or that officers didn’t know what they were talking about. However, it seems very clear tome that with this new plan that is to take effect, you are agreeing with everything. It will take two CPO's, each carrying areduced caseload, to cover Briese, Johnson, and Hutcheson. But Monaco's replacement is only one CPO with acaseload. So, if that’s the case, then there has been huge workload disparity all along. Once again, he is gettingrewarded for doing less work.
It was also stated in this meeting Drug Court officers will have to be CPSO's. It was later stated that ALL court officers areto be CPO’s. Why the disparity?

I feel as if I am being singled out. I am the only one going to a DeLand caseload. You noted the decision was previously^ made by Mr. Brown, who has since retired. Why would Mr. Brown single me out as the only court officer to be moved toDeLand if in fact he already knew the entire court team would be disbanned/transferred to CPO's? I have been one of the/ busiest court officer, the numbers prove it. Yet I feel that I am being punished since all other officers are staying on the/ East siHe of the county 07-'1 is supposed1'/ at fu!I s*n^f, anH are sending someone to the east side to make , oom for me.Also, 3 CPO's are moving to 07-0 and only
^
two CPSO's are moving to 07-7. So, there is apparently room for me to do a. .caseload in 07-7. I don't believe that my affiliation with B. St. Hilaire should have any bearing nn decision making as tow**where I should be plac^.TandiHk4slthe_way it appears. I don’t believe that I am being treated fairly or equally as the•-—Mother three court officers. As I mentioned to you earlier, this will be like taking a pay cut while the other three remain/ status quo.

You also mentioned supervisor flexibility and the fact that Officer Gallon was "hand picked” by bothe supervisor's Fawcettand North to do Drug Court. What could ossibly be their reason for this pick? Officer Gallon has not had a caseload forover 5 years, since his promotion. So how does this benefit the Department or him? I would request that you questionother random staff in the 07-0 office to find their feelings on these inequalities. These disparities were brought to theDepartment's attention over a year ago by CPO Heidt...(she noted to Mr. Chambers via e-mail then that there were majordisparities regarding the aforementioned and the Drug Court officer should have then been a CPSO position) whereasthen DRA Ivey responded that Officer Gallon’s caseload was much less than others and should be rectified/looked intoimmediately. That was almost a year ago.,..
I have been a conscientious, hard working employee for eight years who has always excelled in job duties and further,have always looked to help others(my personnel file is proof of that) . I have always been there for Department and wouldexpect the Department listen to my concerns at this time. Please respond̂^ccor^Rgly^aJhismost important message.Again, as a dedicated employee, I am not asking for special treatroentTjust equal treatmenL^^x.i

Thank you for your time.
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Pischera, Sebastian

Pischera, Sebastian
Wednesday, January 16, 2002 3:23 PM
Mills, Linda A.
FitzPatrick, Arthur; North, Fred; Jefferson, Marlene; Chambers, Michael; Pischera, Sebastian
RE: specialist concerns

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

i believe the plan for reassignment meeting on the 11th was for notification purposes as you and mr. north told me that
these moves were going to occur effective 020102. when i gave you my response to my move, i stated that spec, lewis
and spec, dias had no problems relocating but you stated that these moves were already done, i don’t understand why you
are contining to say we had input when in fact we DID NOT. after the fact does not constitute input on the decision making
process, you also told me that when spec, walker and daniels returned from active duty that these moves would be
reconsidered based on officer needs as well as dept, needs, you said you would try to accomodate all officers involved as
you were not aware PRIOR of spec, lewis
you would have been aware of that info, and been willing to do same as all specialist are capable, therefore, since i have
discussed this info, in great detail with supv. fitzpatrickj would greatly like to further discuss these issues as you
suggested, also, should mr. chambers desire to contact me, please feel free do do so at anytime.

desire to transfer , if you had staffed with all parties prior to said move,

Original Message
Mills, Linda A.
Wednesday, January 16, 2002 2:59 PM
Pischera, Sebastian
FitzPatrick, Arthur; North, Fred; Jefferson, Marlene; Chambers, Michael
RE: specialist concerns

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Before personnel was contacted to provide an effective date, the plan for reassignment was discussed
with all parties concerned. The affected officers were talked to first and then the supervisors on last
Friday. Everyone gave their input. Once received I proceeded as planned. On the court issue. If you
know of any officers that are experiencing problems covering court and handling their supervision duties I
suggest you have them discuss this with their supervisors . They can assist them. If you would like to
discuss this further lets do so in person along with your supervisor .

Linda A . Mills
Circuit Administrator
(386) 756-7418
SC 380-7418
FAX (386) 756-7441

Original Message
Pischera, Sebastian
Wednesday, January 16, 2002 2:38 PM
Mills, Unda A.
FitzPatrick, Arthur; North, Fred; Jefferson, Marlene; Chambers, Michael; Pischera, Sebastian

Subject: RE: specialist concerns

thank you for your quick response as to my ideas and concerns i forwarded to your office, i have never questioned
the knowledge/skills and abilities of any staff specialist, i questioned why not transfer specialist lewis (as per her
wishes),and transfer spec, dias to 077-lhis would have created less officer and caseload movement then we will
be experiencing, public saftey is an issue as with any high profile movements the feast amount of change that is
NOT NEEDED should be reflected.“the only constant in life is change”, change is not implimented just for the
sake of change but should reflect major improvement, does your change reflect great improvement or just
change? the idea presented by myself caused the least amount of change while benefiting the dept, my plan only
leaves myself out of these moves as the other two specialist have expressed a willingness to transfer,
in reviewing your third paragraph, i am very discouraged as to your response, how can you say that supervisors
and staff were included to assist admin, in this decision as i was told of the move friday the 11th of jan. at 9am and
at that point was the only one given the decision to move staff, my supervisor/fitzpatrick was unaware of any
moves nor was specialist bauermeister or his supervisor/fawcett ( both-are office managers) . at our meeting, you
advised me that these moves were already made effective on 2-1-02 by personell. you noted,"inclusion does not
mean you or they make the final decision" but you rely daily on supervisors and officers for the decision making
process, at what time did you ever confir with any officer or supervisors involved prior to making the final decision
on said moves? if you had you would have known the willingness of spec. lewis and dias as well as my concerns,

however , because we were not made part of the decision process prior, admin, stated they were unaware and

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

1



further that these moves *6re a "done deal”.this can be confirmed with supv. fitzpatrick and fawcett as they were
totallyt left in the dark as to these moves until after they were made-fitzpatrick was made aware of these moves
the afternoon i was told(2pm). it appeared that supv. fitzpatrick was upset over the fact that he had no prior
knowledge or input as to these moves.
it was my understanding that when mr. chambers was in daytona beach after the 9-11 situation, as you were there
as well, that staff WOULD be included prior to movements being made for their input.mr. chambers noted in front
of all present that i was a top officer and leader in the 7th circuit.
basically, i was/am upset and hurt that after 16 years of dedicated/exceilent service and the numerous times that i
have been told by admin and supervisors that i am their top specialist and can be depended on, that i am left out
of the decision making process even when an idea has been presented that appears less disruptive within our
offices, to reiterate , my input nor supervisor input was never solicited prior to tnese moves being made which in
paragraph three you stated you did.
to deal with the second concern of court coverage, the question still exist if it can be changed asap to benifit the
dept, why wait ? right now we have some senior officers with a higher profile cc caseload covering court and it has
been said that they can not effectively do both, i have also heard that if a case they are supervising has problems
that arise and becomes a eac issue, they will argue that they did not have the time to handle court and caseloads,

again, why place any officer or the dept, in that position as it is a public safety issue, lower profile cases that i
have noted would be more suitable while a cpo is in court fulltime.
thank you for your time and i am looking forward to the above adminstrators responses to my continued
concerns.

• vJ

Original Message
Mills, Unda A.
Wednesday, January 16, 2002 12:26 PM

From:
Sent:
To: Pischera, Sebastian
Cc: Fitzpatrick, Arthur; North, Fred; Jefferson, Marlene; Chambers, Michael

FW: specialist concernsSubject:

Iappreciate the opportunity you have given me to address your “ideas and concerns". Ido not
agree that this decision will "greatly" affect public safety. To agree with that statement would
say that we have no confidence in the abilities and knowledge of our staff. Ihave confidence in
the ability and knowledge of a]] our specialist. Each of you may not do the job the same way but
all of you know and understand what is required and you are meeting those expectations. Iexpect
each of you to do the same quality job with the same level of expertise at any office you are
assigned to work. Reassignment means a change in work location, not a change in work knowledge,
ability and expertise. This should remain the same no matter where you are assigned to work.
Your plan calls for same movement with the same results. Same as mine. We only differ on who
to move. Your plan excludes yourself mine includes you. The remainder of what you indicate on
transferring of cases in your office is a decision made by your office manager. Iwill support him
on that unlessIsee that the impact is such that it is not warranted.

As to your 2nd concern about the Court officer duties. The circuit office has not "adopted" any
pioc«.cs. What the Circuit office has done is advised all certified pcr.itionr as ivc!l as cur Tndgrs
that the Department of Corrections has indicated that we can no longer have full time court
officers doing just court. This is now a function of all certified positions, including yours. How
each office manager has implemented this in each office has varied. Ihave allowed and
encouraged each office to do what is best in their respective office until all positions are trained
in handling court duties. This process is ongoing and to judge it as a "failure" is premature. We
had a process that had been ongoing for years. The change was implemented in November. Just
a few months. If the office managers feel what they have implemented is failing, then they will
make adjustments. The Circuit office will assist them, but understand, that is a process in their
office and like all others, it is their job to oversee and carry out.
As to your last point, Supervisors and staff are included in the decision making process. Irely on
officers, clerical and supervisors daily to assist me in making decisions. Inclusion does not mean
you or they makes the final decisions. Your input as well *as-theirs was considered in this most
recent decision. It will continue to be considered in the future.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your concerns.
2
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Linda A . Mills
Circuit Administrator
(386) 756-7418
SC 380-7418
FAX (386) 756-7441

Original Message
Fitzpatrick, Arthur
Tuesday, January 15, 2002 2:32 PM

From:
Sent:
To: Mills, Linda A.
Cc: North, Fred
Subject: FW: specialist concerns

Forwarded as requested by Officer Pischera.
Original Message

From:
Sent:
To: FitzPatrick, Arthur
Cc: Pischera, Sebastian
Subject:

to: office manager arthur fitzpatrick: please forward these concerns to dca north and ca mills,thanks, in lieuof sending this through the suggestion box, i felt it would be more beneficial to express my ideas andconcerns directly to admin, i would like to take this time to express a few concerns i am having over somerecent administrative decisions that have been made that greatly affect public safety, to begin with, iunderstand and concur with the fact that we need to place a specialist at the 075 office, this should have beenaccomplished with the least amount of disruption to the offices involved in moves, however, this will not be thecase, by moving me to 076 and Charlie to 075, there will be public safety concerns, i will have to learn anentire new caseload/geographic area/establish all new contacts in the community while all the while trying tomeet dept, standards for the supervision of sexual offenders, spec, bauermeister and now specialist dias willhave to do the same, there will have to be other moves also as i understand that senior officer st. hifaire maybe moved to conditional release caseload in daytona and his current dop caseload will have to split up and soon. it seems that it would have been less disruptive if we sent spec, lewis to 075 and spec, dias to 077. thatway there would have been less movement of caseloads and an easier transition within the offices, spec,lewis has expressed an interest to transfer to a north office anyway as she will be moving into her newresidence in the near future, i believe based on my expertise that the current transition will cause public safetyconcerns, secondly, the court coverage process that admin, adopted recently has been a failure, it is worsenow than it was before the changes, this is not oniy my opinion but supervisors as well as officers, there is noconsistancy from office to office or from court to court, we need to take another look at how court coverageneeds to be done with the least affect on public safety, as i suggested in the past, i fee! that if we place officerones in court on a permanant basis and give them cases such as admin, cases/mail-in cases/pti cases/ ands04 03 cases( pending os transfer) as these cases require minimal supervision, this would greatly enhanceconsistancy within the courtroom and allow officers to concentrate more on the supervision of offenders in thecommunity therefore, public safety would be greatly enhanced, in conclusion, i am very disappointed with thefact that supervisors/officers are not made part of the decision making process, i believe in participatorymanagement, we as supervisors and officers have a great deal of knowledge based on the fact that we are infield offices and can observe on a daily basis the needs we have as a department to better fulfill our missionof public safety, by including your office managers and officers in this process, i fee! that when moves must bemade for the betterment of the dept, and office operations, we as supervisors and officers could providevaluable input to assist admin, in this process, i know that secretary moore encourges this type ofmanagement as evidenced by the suggestion box that was implimented for us to make suggestions as hefeels we as supervisors and officers in the field are the backbone of this dept, and without our hard work anddedication to the depts. mission, all of this is is not possible, thank you for your time and i am looking forwardto your responses to the above concerns that i have brought to your attention, sincerely, specialist s.f.pischera

Pischera, Sebastian
Tuesday, January 15, 2002 2:27 PM

specialist concerns

3
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Larson, Michael

Rush, Georgianna
Thursday, October 18, 2001 12:03 PM
Larson, Michael; Nolen, Linda
North, Fred
RE: Case Load Distribution

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mike:! have forward your e-mail to personnal, for consideration to be placed in your personnel file.

—Original Message
From:
Sent:

Larson, Michael
Wednesday, October 17, 2001 3:42 PM
Rush, Georgianna
North, Fred
Case Load Distribution

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gl Gl:

THIS LETTER IS IN REFERENCE TO THE UNFAIRNESS OF MY PRESENT CASE LOAD AND THE LACK OFTRAINING I RECEIVED FROM NOVEMBER,2000 TO AUGUST,2001.
(FIRST, BEFORE I BEGIN, I’D LIKE TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP AND TRAINING SINCE OURSUPERVISOR'S CONFERENCE ON SEPTEMBER 12, 2001. IT WAS THE FIRST TIME I RECEIVED CONSISTENTTRAINING FROM ONE PERSON SINCE I JOINED THE OFFICE IN NOVEMBER, 2001.)
IN OUR MEETING WITH MR. CHAMBERS ON OCTOBER 10,2001, HE STATED THAT ALL OFFICERS WILL BETREATED FAIRLY ACROSS THE BOARD. THAT SUPERVISORS, SPS'S-ON UP-SHOULD MONITORCASELOADS THAT REFLECT SUFFICIENT RATIOS. IT IS APPARENT THIS IS NOT THE CASE IN VOLUSIACOUNTY.

IN REVIEWING OTHER OFFICERS CASELOADS IN VOLUSIA COUNTY, ONE OFFICE HAD AN OFFICER WITH31 CASES AND 9 MAX ACTIVE CASES. ANOTHER IN THE SAME OFFICE HAD 48 TOTAL ACTIVE CASES WITH14 MAX. ACTIVE CASES. ANOTHER OFFICE HAD OFFICERS WITH BETWEEN 57 TO 80 TOTAL ACTIVE CASESAND BETWEEN 12 TO 14 ACTIVE MAX, CASES.. THE THIRD OFFICE HAD BETWEEN 98 TO 103 TOTAL ACTIVECASES WITH BETWEEN 12-14 ACTIVE MAX. CASES.

! PRESENTLY HAVE 121 TOTAL ACTIVE CASES WITH 31 MAX. CASES. IT IS'APPARENT THAT WHAT MR.CHAMBERS WAS STRIVING FOR AND WHAT IS REALITY, IS NOT THE SAME. THE TREMENDOUS PRESSURESUCH A CASE LOAD PRESENTS IS DIFFICULT FOR A SEASONED CPO TO HANDLE LIKE JOHN SEIFERTHAND RAY SHAW (WHO HAVE SIMILAR CASE LOADS TO MYSELF) WHO EACH HAVE WELL OVER 6 YEARSEXPERIENCE.BUT THE JOB BECOMES TWICE AS DIFFICULT IF ONE ONLY HAS 7 MONTHS EXPERIENCE INA REGULAR CASELOAD LIKE MYSELF. IT IS ALSO TRUE THAT ALL THE OFFICERS(EXCEPT THE FEW WHOW5DE HIRED DURING THE LAST FEW MONTHS) HAVE MANY- MORE YEARS E.XDEP.!EN^E THAN .'.HAVE
I BRING THIS UP BECAUSE ON SEPTEMBER 12,2001 I WAS GIVEN A "SUPERVOR'S CONFERENCE" BECAUSEI WAS BEHIND. THE REASONS GIVEN THAT I WAS SO FOR BEHIND WERE ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS, NOTPRIORITIZING, AND NOT FOLLOWING UP ON IMPORTANT ISSUES. IT STATED THAT "MY PERFORMANCE ISNOT ACCEPTABLE IN ACCORDANCE WITH REVIEW AND PERFORMANCE TRAINING STANDARDS" THATWERE PROVIDED TO ME ON FEBRUARY 26, 2001. THE CONFERENCE DID NOT REVEAL THAT I HAD TWO TOTHREE TIMES THE CASELOAD OF SOME OF THE OFFICERS IN OTHER OFFICES. IF ! HAVE 121 CASES AND31 MAX. ACTIVE CASES-AND OTHER OFFICERS WITH FAR MORE EXPERIENCE THAN I HAVE) HAVE ONLY31 TO 48 CASES (WITH 9 TO 14 MAX CASES) OUR PERFORMANCES ARE GOING TO BE QUITE DIFFERENT.
ALSO. THE TRAINING I RECEIVED DURING THE TIME I HAD DRUG COURT (11/00 TO 3/1/01) WAS ALMOSTNON EXISTENT,. AND WHEN I TOOK OVER MY FIRST REGULAR CASE LOAD 3/01 I DIDN'T RECEIVE ANYCONSISTENT TRAINING UNTIL MID AUGUST WHEN YOU BECAME MY FTO. I WAS "ASSIGNED" UP TO 4 FTOSDURING THAT TIME-BUT NONE WERE DEDICATED FTOS. THEY WERE THERE TO ANSWER A QUESTIONHERE AND THERE-BUT THEY WERE BUSY WITH THEIR OWN CASE LOAD AND RARELY HAD TIME TO"EXPLAIN" ANYTHING. MANY TIMES I WOULD RECEIVE 2-3 DIFFERENT WAYS TO DO SOMETHING AND ITOFTEN BECAME VERY CONFUSING.
I REALIZE THAT THE SUPERVISOR'S CONFERENCE IS NOT A DISCIPLINARY ACTION-BUT IT DOES GO INTOMY PERMANENT FILE.
I'M ASKING TWO THINGS. NUMBER ONE: THAT THE CASE LOADS (AND MAX ACTIVES) BE MORE EQUALLYDISTRIBUTED. NUMBER TWO: A COPY OF THIS LETTER BE PLACED INTO MY PERMANENT FILE.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.

1



Hilaire, Bruce

From:
Sent:

Proto, Tony
Friday, October 05, 2001 8:53 AM
St. Hilaire, Bruce
Hayes, Hieteenthia (Tina)
FW: Employee Suggestion for Community Corrections

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bruce, thankyou for your concerns. Public Safety is our primary mission and allocation of staff in times of reduced
resources becomes an evem more important issued have asked the Regional Director to review these issues.

A.N.Proto

Original Message
From: Hayes, Hieteenthia (Tina)
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2001 8:02 AM
To: Proto, Tony
Subject: FW: Employee Suggestion for Community Corrections

please respond

—Original Message—
From: Hogan, Katie
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2001 12:03 PM
To: 'StHilaire.Bruce@email.dc.state.fi.us'
Cc: Hayes, Hieteenthia (Tina)
Subject: RE: Employee Suggestion for Community Corrections

Thank you for your email. It is being forwarded to the Office of Community Corrections for review.

Original Message
From: StHilaire.Bruce@email.dc.state.fi.us
[mailto:StHilaire.Bruce@email.dc.state.fl.us]
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2001 11:55 AM
To: co.suggestions@mail.dc.state.fi.us
Subject: Employee Suggestion for Community Corrections

Recently, we have been advised by our DCA the Seventh Circuit will be
making changes to reflect ALL Court Officers will be CPO's and further,
wiil uarry a case load.This will enable our our Senior Officers,who snould -

be more experienced, to provide a higher level of supervision in our
community. In keeping with our mission statement, these changes are a
positive action that should reflect our commitment to PUBLIC SAFETY.
However, we have also been advised that Drug Court(which has been
supervised by CPO's since it's inception in approx 1996) and PTI will be
supervised by 4 CPSO's. Drug Crt is a Judicially supervised program which
has for the past 5 years been supervised by a CPO in that there are
virtually no investigations/vop's and emails are used to contact the Judge
and treatment providers and the subject is taken into custody in Court if
needed or a Warrant is issued by the Judge if applicable. There is
virtually no fielding other than verifying an address and depending on the
level, seeing in Court or in treatment. This appears to be a minimal
liability/supervision position that is Judicially Supervised on the most
part. PTI is pretty much self explanatory in that it is the lowest
supervision needed and there have been ongoing issues that the State
Attorney's office will have take the responsibility of monitoring same in
the future.
In conclusion, our Mission Statement is specific in that we are to protect
the public and provide a level of supervision commensurate with the level
of danger the subject presents. How is the Department providing the
aforementioned if we have Senior Officers in low liabity/supervision
positions that can and have been supervised previously by CPO’s and
meanwhile we have new cpo's out of the academy as well as cpo's with less
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cmerience/knowfedge supervising maximum risk level cases that require
9.. iter knowledge and experience? CPSO's should be utilized and required
to supervise the higher risk subjects, not the other way around. We are
losing positions statewide and I would hope this information is looked at
as we should provide the highest level of supervision possible with our
most Experienced officers available.! hope public safety is our main
goal/concern as well as proficiency in the department.
Thank you for allowing me to put forth this suggestion.
Sincerely
Bruce W. St. Hilaire.Seb Pischera,Michael Dias,Fran Frederick as well as
all other officers that share these concerns.
Bruce W. St. Hilaire
StHilaire.Bruce@email.dc.state.fi.us
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Caseload Overview

Docket County Cages Filed & Reopened dumber of TrialsCases Closed
Sep* Sep*Aug.* Oct* Nov.* Aug.* Sep.* Nov.*Oct* Nov.* Aug.* Oct*

VolusiaBriese 124 103 117 133 3115 146 104 88 4 04
VolusiaHutcheson 102 90 91115 129 129 123 138 5 2 2 3

Johnson Volusia 119117 119 64 6100 126 5? 2 374 0
Volusia 70 44 88 3 179 100 72 49 8C 5 4Orf/Monaco

Volusia 139 159 156 148 69 3S:it ') l i 149 110 122 2 3 1
Hammond Flagler 57 45 36 26 71 54 81 1 062 1 0
Byis/Hedstrot Putnam 53 1937 57 41 30 19 2 2 153 0
Nichols Putnam 40 58 61 19 54 50 25 3: 1 13 1
Mathis St. Johns 161 127 137 78 86 159 105 130 01 0 4

Volusia County - # of Actlvt Casts taksn from Circuit Court Cassload Summary- Yaar to Date (PGM; JUDFELYR)

Docket County Trial Days Used Cases Over 180 Days Number of Active Cases
Sep.* Nov.*Aug, Sept Oct Nov. Aug.* Oct* Aug.* Sep.* Oct* Nov.*

Briese Volusia 1127.5 5 113 1197 0 109 595 557 617597
VolusiaHutchesor 8 8.5 63 49 52 43 46 448 447 455456

Johnson Volusia 0 3 6 78 879 88 85 562 586 663629
Volusia 7 175 11 2 12 11 20 302 264 316 329Orf/Monaco

Volusia 2Snnlh 5 216 2484 6 207 236 969 954 1080 1110
Hammond Flagler 3 1.5 0 37 210 42 24 266 137 166186
Byis/Hedstroi Putnam 3 530 3 46 56 1424 55 138 213 193
Nichols Putnam 4 1 3 2 56 81 69 68 181 176 200221
Mathis St. Johns 2 0 08 69 68 73 81 286 296 265294
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Suggestion Form - Florida Department of Corrections
jr -

Page 1 of 2

Suggestion Form
The following has been submitted:

From: Anonymous Suggestion

Subject: Suggestion for Community Corrections

I REVIEWED LAST RESponse reference the future plans to
eliminate certified officers doing court duty, i do understand the
problems associated with putting para-professionals in the.
courtrooms however i wanted to bring the problem of having
certified officers fullfilling this function, we have 20 circuits state
wide and just doing simple math, it is fair to say that we have an
average of 5 court officers per circuit give or take, that is equal to
approx. 100 court officers statewide, the average salary of this
position is $32,000 per year times 100 positions which is approx.
$320,000 annually, i know this dept, is fully committed to public
safety, however, when i hear that the judges don't Want to pull
officers from the courtroom, that is not their decision, we handle the
executive branch of government and they the judicial, our mission is
not that of a judge, why are we being subserviant to the courts? i
know that court officers do not fulfill any duties that a probation
officer fulfills, for example, they don't have offender contact/no
fielding/no supervision of offenders/no investigations/limited
knowledge of mis/little if none liability to name a few. it just makes
no sense that the state pays senior officer statewide to function as
an administrative assistant to the courts, with the govenors budget
request to cut positions and moneys to this dept, and his
committment to public safety, it makes more sense to elimiante
certified officers from carrying out administrative duties and put
them on the streets to supervise offenders, senior officers are
suppose to be our most experienced officers but in reality they will
need to be trained as to what the current procedures are if fullfilling
the duties of a probation officer, please review this carefully and
understand the problems facing our frontline officers as we need all
the help on the streets we can to help with our mission of protecting
the public, thanks for your assistance in this very important matter.

Thank you for your suggestion.

http://www.dc.state,fl.us/apps/suggest.asp 9/20/00
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Henderson, Joseph John V11773 077/Durham 00-32452 II
correction

10/30/00 11/01/00
Williams, Michael John VI 1795 00-33223070/Durant 10/30/00 11/01/00
Brown, Caroline John VI1785 070/Shaw 00-33659 I, 11/02/00 11/08/00

II
Talbert, Joe John VI 1805 076/Smith 00-32881 1 11/02/00 11/08/00
Kopp, Sandra John VI1784 070/Davenport 99-35694 11/02/00 11/08/00
Sinniger, Michael John VI 1772 077/folsom 00-33085 I, 11/02/00 11/08/00

ii, m
Hayden, Robert John V06995 077/Clausen 98-34909 11/02/00 11/08/00
Lott, David John 00-32535

00-35170 I,
743968 070/Shewan 11/02/00 11/08/00

II
Shamblen, Darrell John VI1603 070/Davenport 00-32404 11/02/00 11/08/00
Gallagher, James 00-30674 Ii

correction
John VI1629 070/Davenport 11/29/00

Yerges, Jeffrey John 00-315261VI 1944 11/29/00 12/04/00070/Howell
McLawyer, Gregory John 00-33922 11/29/00VI1861 070/Durant
Schaffer, Thomas John 077/Lewis 99-34066

sex offend.
11/29/00592843

McLeod, Donna John 077/SaleskaVI1872 98-30470 I, 11/29/00
II

Stuckney, Donald John 00-30488 12/14/00 01/02/01VI 0778 076/Thompson
Sparks, William 12/14/00Johnson 585710 077/Saleska 98-30980

(corrected)
12/19/00

Bryant, Russell John VI1771 076/Bauermeister 00-30627 12/18/00 01/02/01
(Corrected)

Williams, Robert 00-32094John VI1945 077/Spence 12/18/00 01/02/01
9S-36225,
2 Counts

Anderson, Join* 12/21/00John

Brayen, Lynda 070/ShewanJohnson VI1112 00-30287
00-30288
00-34065
00-34066
00-34067
00-34068
00-34069
00-33104
00-34329

01/08/01 01/18/01

02/12/0196-31011070/Shewan 01/08/01West, Michael 114301John

97-35917 02/12/01Hall, Ronnie
**Sex Offender**

01/08/01John 070/ShewanV07410

02/12/0101/08/0197-30788 II070/ShewanDaniels, Allen
**Sex Offender**

V04180John

01/18/0100-34345 II 01/11/01John 077/KingJohnson, Albert
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b
Marinak, Robert Briese 996070 077/Gundrum 00-34312 , 12/20/00 12/21/00
Taylor, Gregory Briese V12106 00-35009 .076/BasiIe 12/20/00 12/21/00
Wester, Dale Briese V12110 070/Durant 00-34944 12/20/00 12/21/00
Moore, Benjamin Briese 750944 98-35227070/Shewan 12/20/00 12/21/00
Alonso, Juan Briese 820557 00-33605,

Ct. I, II
12/20/00076/R.Smith 12/21/00

(both)
McDonald, Laretha Briese 588007 070/Frederick 99-35335, .

Ct. I, n
12/20/00 12/21/00

(both)
McKay, Tina Briese X17080 071/Murray 00-35043 , 12/22/00 12/27/00
Walker, Florence Briese V12128 070/Kriplean 00-30554 12/22/00 12/27/00
Negrin, William Briese V12135 00-35812, .

Ct. I, II;
070/Soloperto 12/22/00 12/27/00

both
Davis, Michael Briese 749546 070/Anthony 00-35529, .

Ct. I, II
12/22/00 12/27/00

Jones, Michael Briese 588246 070/Soloperto 00-34176 12/22/00 12/27/00
Zayas, Jose Briese V12126 00-36155077/Bamett 12/22/00 12/27/00
Hibbard, John Briese V12130 070/St.Hilaire 00-33614, • 12/22/00 12/27/00

Ct. II
Fallon, Edward Briese 076/Basile 12/22/00V12136 00-33082 12/27/00
Turpenning, Andrew Briese 12/22/00346846 071/Ingram 99-35885 . 12/27/00
Vaught, Irene Briese 071/Kelley 00-31286, •

Ct. I, II
12/22/00VI1722 12/27/00

both
Sargent, Yvonne Briese VI 1868 00-35439,

Ct. I, II;
00-36066; '

00-35340 •

076/Basile 12/22/00 12/27/00
all

Bomemann, Jeffery1 Briese 977726 077/Seiferth 00-31548,
Ct. I, II

12/22/00 12/27/00
both

Dunn, David7 » Briese 00-33199 12/22/00 12/27/00V12120 076/Bell

West Marvin Briese G01687 99-35375 12/22/00 12/27/00076/Thompson

Marcotte, Eric 12/27/00Briese 070/St.Hilaire 00-32703,V12107 12/22/00
Ct. I

01/11/01Hammer, Ronald VI 1387 077/Gundrum 00-35014 '

00-34299 .

01/04/01Briese

01/11/0101/04/01Reed, Kelly V12148 077/King 00-35128 I,'Briese
II
98-32620 •

00-33647
01/11/01Daniels, Michael Briese V06882 01/04/01076/Strauss

99-36745 I, 01/04/01 01/11/01Anderson, Michael Briese 611730 077/Keenan
II

01/04/01 01/11/01070/St. Hilaire 00-35472 I,-Hedenland, Anita Briese VU 870
II

01/11/0101/03/0100-36106
III, IV, VI

070/ShotwellShepherd, Dennis Briese V12198
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JUDGE DAVID A. MONACO

JANUARY
DEFENDANT TYPE DC# LOCATION CASE # SENT RECV ’D

Sweeting, April 01-10-01DOP 01-12-00VI 1237 Gallon-070 00-33096
I & II

01-10-00 01-12-00Tutt, Boyce Corrected
Order
076-Thompson

00-33228

01 -18-01 01 -18-01Davison, Laurie DOP VI 1310 077-Gastelle 00-31303
01 -18-01 01-18-01Gilyard, Sharod PROB VI0574 00-31240076-Basile
01-18-01 01-18-01Rossi, Bonnie CC VI 2274 00-35293077-Keenan
01-19-01 01 -23-01Grenon, Dana PROB •VI2273 077-Gastelle 00-35972
01 -19-01 01-23-01Mitchell, Mary PROB V12085 076-Smith 00-35148

00-36083
00-35983 ! 01-23-01Bryant, Douglas PROB 622149 077-Spence

01-18-01 01 -24-01Neal, Angel DOP VI0634 070-Shewan 00-31880
Hanks, Jeffrey CC V05181 99-32625076-Strauss

01-19-01 01-23-01Ivey, Terrie PROB V10629 00-30599070-Gallon
01 -26-0101-23-01DOPParez, Steven V09632 070-Shewan 00-35773

01-23-01 01-26-01Hanks, Jeffrey CC V05181 070-Strauss 99-32625
01 -26-0101 -23-01CCDenson,

Frederick
Brong, Mcyy

VI 2331 070-Solo 00-35016

01-26-01 01-30-0100-35203PROB VI2313 077-King



V07024 070/Poole
”Smith, Melissa Hutch 00-33696 12/05/00 12/12/00

Morton, Derrick Hutch V12021 00-35768076/Badie 12/05/00 12/12/00
Winans, Homer Hutch VO1044 00-34780, Ct.077/Durham 12/07/00 12/12/00

I, IIUccello, Robert Hutch 988425 071/Ingram 00-30474 12/07/00 12/12/00
Jones, Jennifer Hutch 587670 076/Bell 00-33498&

00-33713
12/07/00 12/12/00

Wesley, Damelle Hutch VI 2022 077/Hodges 00-35970 12/07/00 12/12/00
Hannah, Dale Hutch V12005 00-32523070/Davenport 12/11/00 12/18/00
Flowers, Scott Hutch VI2056 070/Shewan 00-32468 12/11/00 12/18/00
Sapp, Nicole Hutch V12101 070/Anthony 00-34342, Ct. 12/14/00 12/19/00

I- V
Williams, Steven Hutch 941597 070/Shaw 00-32076, Ct. 12/14/00 12/19/00

I, II
Straub, Michael Hutch 980534 077/Folsom 12/14/0000-34613 12/19/00
Harold, Roger Hutch V07681 070/Kriplean 99-30087 &

99-31682
12/14/00 12/19/00

Morris, Kojo Hutch V12083 00-33758070/Anthony 12/14/00 12/19/00
Miller, Melissa Hutch V12090 070/Durant 00-33625, Ct. 12/14/00 12/19/00

II, III
HutchPeters, Thomas VI 2092 077/Bamett 00-35481 12/14/00 12/19/00

Gibson, Antrie Hutch 00-36191 12/19/00VI 2095 071/Ingram 12/14/00
Keener, Steven Hutch 00-32614; 99-

35269, GO-
32569, Ct. I-
III; 00-31352,
Ct. I - III; GO-
31031

VI 1783 070/Shewan 12/14/00 12/19/00

- jHutchWellman, Lawience 00-30217 12/18/00VI 0889 0 77/Gundru'm
Alabbasi, Randa Hutch 00-34901, Ct.

I, II, III
12/27/00V02552 077/Keenan 12/18/00
all
12/27/00Graham, Marcus V05481 071/Murray 00-32787Hutch 12/18/00

01/11/01Sanchez, David Hutch 360585 077/Gundrum 99-33130 1, II 01/04/01
Ct. IJones, Kevin 01/11/01Hutch V00858 070/Solo 00-36180 01/04/01 .

01/11/01Williams, Kendal Hutch V12140 070/Poole 00-36169 01/04/01 •

01/04/01 • 01/11/01Earick, Rana VI 1084 070/DurantHutch 00-33360

01/11/01070/anthony 00-36254 01/04/01 .
Mobley, Nathan Hutch 656844

01/11/0101/04/0100-32311 I, IIBennett , Daren Hutch V12153 077/King

01/11/0101/04/01.00-32922Gillis, Leon III Hutch 040556 070/Poole
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St. Hilaire, Bruce

Heidt, Tammy
Friday, December 01, 2000 3:47 PM
St. Hilaire, Bruce
FW: Drug Court Issue

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Original Message
From:
Sent:

Ivey, Harry
Monday, November 27, 2000 9:16 AM
Heidt, Tammy
Gordon, Robert D.; Mills, Linda A.: Chambers, Michael; Ivey, Harry; Jefferson, MarleneRE: Drug Court Issue

To:
Cc:
Subject:

I HAVE READ ALL OF THE MESSAGES FROM MS. HEIDT AND THE LOCAL RESPONSES. ALTHOUGH THIS IS ALOCAL DECISION IT SEEMS SOME OF THE QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS RAISED BY MS. HEIDT MAKE SENSEAND HAVE NOT BEEN ANSWERED. WHAT I AM REFERRING TO IS 1). WHY IS THE DRUG_QOURT OFFICERPOSITION RETAINED AT A CPO LEVEL WHILE EVERYONE ELSE IN THE REGION USES CPSC^? 2) THE ISSUE OFCOURT OFFICER MICHAEL GALLON, WHOSE JUDGE I UNDERSTAND HANDLES DRUG COUJRT NOT BEING THEOFFICER TO COVER THAT COURT WHEN IT APPEARS HIS WORKLOAD IS MINIMAL AT BEST, IT WOULD SEEMMR. GALLON. WHO WAS COMPETENT ENOUGH TO BE PROMOTED TO A CPSO, COULD HANDLE THE DRUGCOURT IN ADDITION TO HIS OTHER DUTIES AS IT APPEARS HIS LOW WORKLOAD INDICATES HE NEEDS TOPULL MORE OF THE OVERALL OFFICE WORKLOAD. IT CREATES MORALE PROBLEMONE OFFICER OR EMPLOYEE IS NOT DOING THEIR FAIR SHARE OF THE WORK. 3) IFIMPORTANT POSITION WHY PLACE A RELATIVELY NEW CPO INTO THIS POSITION/ IT SEEMS LIKE THIS ISINVITING A PROBLEM. X

WHEN STAFF PERCEIVE
HIS IS SUCH AN

IT WOULD SEEM MS. HEIDT MAKES SOME VALID POINTS WHICH SHOULD BEr ADDRESSED

—Original Message—
From:
Sent:

Heidt. Tammy
Wednesday, November 22, 2000 10:53 AM
Chambers, Michael; Ivey, Harry
Heidt, Tammy
Drug Court Issue

To:
Cc:
Subject:

;//ess2ce: Firsi . 0
TV;ire. ?1/00, P2 >>

; have seen anewxtinc x get <; sesponse in reference IO ihe above ansenments. ; nave nc seer, comaciecsmee Iasi request, pernass tne issue was not forwamec. I apologize in advance for any inconvergence this rr.avcause, ox warned t: ia: someone me chain of commanc Know vvhai is go -no cn before an uuts -ce oarr-
rvoivec

Message: Second, 08/00 » « Message: Third, 11/00, P-1 > > « Messaoe:; 'JL »'

cats

::v: '-J .JCVC aitacnmenx . . eve OT :V \ _ tr^ .
cir ;u oOr iui u- C r“•

Moreover. i know first
review his placement ?nt:
Leer, in Probation since September of this year and have not had any experience with a caseloador no experience in tr.e *ol!owinc areas: scoresneets. cops, pp&d’s preparation of VOP-Affidavit. court room
"netoric anc policies r.crnpute:* dacsDase screens and offender interaction/'....

ha: the “new” officer placed into Drug Court as my replacement has requestec someonemis position He nas offered in writing, in part "However; as you know, i have just
ave iittle

ft

. I h

Furtne'
believe mat Officer ws:. nr?:
the attachments.

as have tne above experience has requested placemen: mu * -
given tne eooortumiy to represent tne Department because o - the issues : have naisec m

know trar a os.ti or *.

1 here a"e rwo issues .
AC-SO * r this Circuit. is a CP30

. a: i.i. best tor tne Department.

our; mmx:' ' Cl V

Tn:s ; ma\

Again. . aooiocize ~o
furine" acnoc

. ' :n:s. emas. out Inougr.; that ; neeoec nforrr someone o; r - e-cmecu ssues o^ cre

. i

ie>

1



St. Hilaire, Bruce

From:
Sent:

FitzPatrick, Arthur
Monday, March 19, 2001 10:55 AM
Mills, Linda A.
St. Hilaire, Bruce
FW: Temp Trans

To:
Cc:
Subject:

I ’m forwarding the below request to you in hopes that admin, may have this information that Bruce has requested.
—Original Message
From:
Sent:

St. Hilaire. Bruce
Friday, March 16, 2001 3:50 PM
FitzPatrick, Arthur
St. Hilaire, Bruce
Temp Trans

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Art, Per our conversation, requesting exact dates of temp reassign to 071 in approx 7-99 as personnel has informed me
that there is nothing in my file noting same....Thanks Bruce



I L U H I U M U t l l'M r n I V I L.H 1 U l‘ L U t U l t L I l U I M ^DSECTION ATTENDANCE AND LEAVE REPORT 4MI Bureau/Section: - '

Name; Lasi First Career Service
SMS
SES

Included Xx

ST. HILAIRf , BRUCE W. 070-DAYTONA MAINExcluded*
Social Securii / Number: New Employee Normal Hours of Work: Approved Alternate

Work Schedule133-54*7018 8 A .M. TO 5 P.M.Date Employed i

Position Number:Class Title: Terminated
Employee

Pay Period:

CORRECTICNAL PROBATION OFCR 12648 06/25/99 07/08/99Date Terminaud Fro To;r
“ Included emj 'oyees must be paid 1- Zi times for all hours worked over 40 hours in one workweek. All leave request approvals are on the condition that the number of hours granted will be adjustedat the end of tl > workweek to ensure the entployee meets the 40 hour workweek total.basis for all req ired hours woiked over 80 Hours in the pay period total. All leave request approvals are on the condition that the number of hours granted will be adjustensure the emf ^yee^meet»The\0 hour pray period total.

Excluded Career Service employees will be credited with Regular Compensatory Leave on ah hour for hour
d or the pay period

* •
!

SECTION I tl

4,26 6-27 6-28DATE 6-25 6-29 6-30 •WORKWEEK
TOTAL

7- 1 7 2 7-3 7-4 7-5 7-6 • » PAY7- 7-8 •WORKWEEKJ

PERIODTAL/SAT SAT ! SUN /MON
FRI SUN MON TUE WED THUR FRI TUE WED THUR TOTAL

/ 8 5.5Hours Worked / / 8 8 29.5 8 / / / 8 8 8 32 61.5

8a(51)Authorized Le ve
Taken (Hours .nd
Codes}

2.5 10.5 a(51) 8H 8H 8H
i

a(51)
10.5a ( 5

1)/Administrative Leave and/or bvertime Worked (Reason): 7
I HEREBY ' THAT I HAVE^

REyiEWED
^
pfl* EPORT AND THAT IT REPRESENTS A TRUE AND CORRECT RECORD/)F REGULAR HOURS WORKED, AUTHORIZED OVERTIME AND AUTHORIZED LEAVE.

07-08-99
SIGNATURE OF EMPLOYEE DATE SIGNATURE OF SUPERVISOR DATE

Z

1PERSONNEL OFFICE USE ONLY
1Processing of Authorized Overtime Worked)

Pay at 1 'A Time: LEAVE LEGEND

A - Annual
FS - Family Sick
RC - Reg Comp (Used)
SP - Spec Comp (Used)
SHC - Spec Hoi Comp (Used)
ADM - Admin-Military
UNLWOP - Unauth. LWOP
ADN - Admin-NatIGd.
Education No-Pay
D - Disability
H - Holiday

S - Sick
RC - Reg Comp (Earn)
SC - Spec Comp (Earn)
SHC - Spec Hoi Comp (Earn)
AD - Admin- Other
LWOP - Author. LWOP
WC -Worker’s Comp
PH - Personal Holiday

Date Used
ADF - Adm-Family

51 52
53 54

5554
55 70
70 56
57 50
59 60
61 66
63
65 80

Employee responsible for keeping a copy of this formATTENDANCE AND LEAVE REPORT DUE IN PERSONNEL BY NOON FRIDAY

DC2-617 A ( f ev. 04/95)
(TIMESHTS.DOC)H

AUTHORIZED USER




FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
ATTENDANCE AND LEAVE REPORTSECTION I

Bureau/Section:First MlName: Last #Career Service
SMS

Included
.. V'Wtfce' U/. <070 ~0/9y'/7yi^9

/* * ExcludedSES
VSocial Security Number: Normal Hours of Work: Appn ved Alternate

\ /ork ScheduleNew Employee/3 3- ry-'po/ s Date Employeod

Position Number:Title: Pay Period: /Terminated
Employee7̂,-̂ 1/ O/cA /7£>20 : 979/09 : 72̂ / 99fy>' >72/7̂ 1-7/7 Date Terminated From: To:

'

7 7JL

Included employees must be paid 1- 54 times for all hours worked over 40 hours in one workweek. All leave request approval are on the condition that the number of hours Granted w . I be adjustod atend of the workweek to ensure the employee meets the 40 hour workweek total.
ell required hours worked over 80 hours in the pay period total. All leave roquest approvals are on the condition that the nun bar of hours granted will be adjusted at the ond of the pay > oriod to ensureemployee moots the 80 hour pay period total

* * Excluded Career Service employees will be credited with Regular Compensatory Leave on an he ;r for hour basis

SECTION II

w 7 /0 * WORKWEEK
TOTAL * WORKWEt ;

TOTAL
* *7-/97/ / .22± 7-/S 7-/7 77o7 // 7/̂ 2/0 7/7 PAY0 2̂ /DATE
PERIOD
TOTAL£E1 SAT SUN MPN TUF WED T.HU& FRI SAT SUN MON TUF WFP TH1 JR

8 8 2 U3 7 Z?Hours Worked o
rjs&)3Authorized Leave

Taken (Hours and
Codes)

5 S&,S-*
Adrpinistrative Leave and/or Overtime Worked (Reason):
/

I /HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I HAVE REVI D THIS REPORT AND IT REPRESENTS A TRUE AND CORRECT RECORD OF REGULAR HOURS WORKED, AUTHORIZED OVERTIME, AND AUTi PRIZED LEAVE.78/70 n r*9Mv
/ ' SIGNATURE OF SUPERVISOR

SIGNATURE OF EMPLOYEE DATE DATE

PERSONNEL OFFICE USE ONLY
(Processing of Authorized Overtime Worked)

Pay at 1- >4 Time:

A - Annual
FS - Family Sick
RC - Reg Comp (used)
SP - Spec Comp (Used)
SHC ^ Spec Hoi Comp (Used)
ADM - Admin-Military
UNLWOP - Unauth. LWCP
ADN - Admin-NetlGd.
Education No-Pay
D - Disability
H - Holiday •

’

LEAVE LEGEND

51 S - Sick
RC - Reg Comp (Earn)
SC - Spac Comp (Earn)
SHC - Spac Hoi Comp (Earn)
AD - Admin-Other
LWOP - Author. LWOP
WC - Worker's Comp
PH - Personal Holiday

Date Used
ADF - Adm-Family

52
53 54
54 55RESERVED 55 70
70 56
57 58
59 60
61 66
63
65 80

DC2-617A(Rev. 04/95) Personnel Copy - White Employee Copy - Yellow
ATTENDANCE AND LEAVE REPORT DUE IN PERSONNEL BY NOON FRIDAY

(TIME. SHTS.FRM)

AUTHORIZED USER




FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
ATTENDANCE AND LEAVE REPORT * VSECTION I

* Included Q— Bureau/Section:MlName: First Career Service
SMS

iUJ 0^0 • «j* *VC /!r<C' ExcludedSES .y
7

Social Security Number: Normal Hours of Work:
^ Approvei Alternate

Worl. ScheduleNew Employee i
Date Employeed

. i

rksZ'rs-
Class Titfo Position Number: Pay Poriod:

Terminated
Employee F,om: y/ jj/ P') 'sA ?/

".vDate Terminated To:
i/ / / /

Included employees must be paid 1- % times for all hours worked over 40 hours in one workweek. All leave request epprovols a - a on the condition that the number of hours granted will b adjusted et

* *the end of the workweek to ensure the omployeo meets the 40 hour workweek total,
for all required hours worked over 80 hours in the pay period total. All leave request approvals are on the condition that the number of hours granted will be adjusted at the end of the pay per >d tothe employee meets

Excluded Cereer Service employees will Le credited with Regular Compensatory Leave on an hour f r hour b
cthe 80 hour^oy period total

tbr?SECTION |3
y

/

7°>Z * WORKWEEK
TOTAL

* WORKWEEK |
TOTAL

* *7-*3 770 7- 1/7-̂ 97-sC, PAY

7t : PERIOD
^

| TOTAL-// ~
V

| y. sas»

u •

SUN JllL wrnFRl QN THUR FRl SAT SUN int THUR
'Az6 n.c3336 '
VHours Worked O' — 1

; -- '.$3 tAuthorized Leave
Token (Hours and
Codes) if*<8>

-77/1/ <7/- U/' ^YJ- ~ fa? PF/f-yj /sy 777?77sX !Administrative Leave and/or Overtime Worked (Reason):
4
&I HEREBY CERTIFY.THATI HAVE REVJEWEQ/THIS REPORT AND IT REPRESENTS A TRUE AND CORRECT RECORD OF REGUL URS'WORKED./AUTHORIZED OVERTIME, AND AUTHOR ZED LEAVE.

.. i

Z ) 7K \3J/ if s
3SIGNATURE OF EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE 0V/SUPj?ftVISORDATE PATE 4

1
•i*PERSONNEL OFFICE USE ONLY ‘i(Processing of Authorized Overtime Worked!
•?

Pay at 1 Tjme:

A * Annual
FS - Family Sick
RC - Reg Comp (used)
SP - Spec Comp (Used)
SHC - Spec Hoi Comp (Used)
ADM - Admin-Military
UNLWOP - Unauth. LWOP
ADN - Admin-NatIGd.
Education No-Pay
D - Disability
H - Holiday

LEAVE LEGEND •i
51 52S - Sick

RC - Reg Comp (Earn)
SC - Spec Comp (Earn)
SHC - Spec Hoi Comp (Earn)
AD - Admin* Other

57 _
v"LW0P^ Author/LWOP

59 / WC /WorkerY Comp
61 •

i53 54 v
554 55

RESERVED 55 70
70 56 :

58
60

PH - PersorwHoliday
Date Used.I 66

63
65 ADF - Adm-Family 80

i

\
) f ( / 1 <\

DC2-617A(Rev. 04/95) Personnel Copy - White Employee Copy - Yellow
ATTENDANCE AND LEAVE REPORT DUE IN PERSONNEL Bv NOON FRIDAY
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•:
It FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS

ATTENDANCE AND LEAVE REPORTSECTION I
?Name: First Bureau/Section:MlLast

*Career Service
SMS •

SES

Included

Normal Hours of Work:

•«* v . * *
i.'

i ExcludedC.
r

^Social Security Number:
Appi vod Alternate

Work Schedule<fAL O /"New Employeei

Date Employeed
<

^Class Tills: Position Number: Pay Period:
Terminated
Employee-C/f IfVV/yfrL Date Terminated From:L>y

To:
i.

/ / /v. Included employees must be paid 1- 54 times for all hour9 worked over 40 hours in one workweek. All leave request approvals are on the condition that the number of hours granted v II be adjusted atthe end of the workweek to ensure the employee meets the 40 hour workwoek total. * # Excluded Career Servico employees will be credited with Regular Compensatory Leave on an he jr for hour basisafl required hours worked over 80 hours in the pay period total. All leave request approvals are on the condition that the nunbor of hours granted will be adjusted at tho ond of the pay period to onsureVK employee meets the 80 hour pay period total
*-r

SECTION II
zi

7 tl * WORKWEEK
TOTAL rf / 4 ^TWORKWEI .</ TOTAL

tr-t * *til tit£—// Jr /C/ A- / y cfsi PAYyv
JlJ DATE/

PERIOD
TOTAL

V"J
FRI W SAT MON TUF WFD THURSUN £H1 SAT SUN MON TUF WFO THIJR^a i<*..'Hours Worked

tb mPI^ Authorized Leave
.•Taken (Hours and
'.Codes) l&a

io
•^Administrative Leave and/or Overtime Worked (Reason):

JHEREBY CERTIFY THAT I HAVE REVISED THIS REPORT AND IT REPRESENTS A TRUE AND CORRECT RECORD OF RfQtJLAR HOURS WQftjCEOy AUTHORIZED OVERTIME, AND AUTHORIZED LEAVE.> S/fs2#
SIGNATURE OF EMPLOYEE DATE* SIGNATURE OF SUPERVISOR

>. * --

4

PERSONNEL OFFICE USE ONLYJ
(Processing of Authorized Overtime Worked)

- r
K

Pay at 1- 54 Time:

A - Annual
FS - Family Sick
RC - Reg Comp (used)
SP - Spec Comp (Used)
SHC - Spec Hoi Comp (Used)
ADM - Admin-Military
UNLWOP - Unauth. LWOP
ADN - Admin-NatIGd.
Education No-Pay
D - Disability
H - Holiday

't-.
LEAVE LEGEND

51 S - Sick
RC - Reg Comp (Earn)
SC - Spec Comp (Earn)
SHC - Spec Hoi Comp (Earn)
AD - Admin-Other
LWOP - Author. LWOP
WC - Worker's Comp
PH - Personal Holiday -

Date Used > *ADF - Adm-Family

52
s

53 54’i

54 55RESERVED 55 70
70 5657 58

K

59 60V

61 66
63A
65 80v
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(TIMI SHTS.FRM).u
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
ATTENDANCE AND LEAVE REPORTSECTION I

(S^ VffFirst
Bureau/Section:

Name: Last Ml *Career Service
SMS
SES

Included

09$ j39 # *J C.t- mExcluded
/Social Security Number:

Normal Hours of Work: Approv ;d Alternate
W rk ScheduleoNew Employee

Date Employeed
Position Number: Pay Period:^

jC^lass Title:

/?< - ARR>.yy 3J 7?
Terminated
Employee From: *77Date Terminated To:

* . /Included employees must be paid \ -V» times for all hours worked over 40 hours in one workweek. All leave request approvei are on the condition that the number of hours granted will ,>e adjusted atthe end of tho workweek to ensure the employee meets the 40 hour workweek total. * # Excluded Career Service employees will be credited with Regular Compensatory Leave on an hou for hourfor all required hours worked over 80 hours in thegoy period total. All leave request approvals are on the condition that the number of hours granted will be adjusted at the^end of tha pay p riod to en^^Bthe employee meets the 80 hour pay poriod
-^SECTION II

ffro r AL* WORKWEEK
TOTAL /3 /A\AI/ f f - j r (: 9* *£21 <f- H * * PAY

PERIOD .
TOTAL

<f 7? o WORKWEEK
TOTAL

ODATE

Ar SMm SUN MON TUF WFP THUR FRI SAT MIN _ MQN TLjF WFP

8 6 8
THliR8 & 6 8 3# 7E L 39 nHours Worked

V

ftAuthorized Leave
Taken (Hours and
Codes) ft /<

Administratiye-Lgafre and/or Overtime Worked (Reason):
I HEREBY CERTIF^JHAT [ HAVE REVIEWED Ti REPORT AND IT REPRESENTS A TRUE AND CORRECT RECORD OF REGULAR HOURS WORKED, AUTHORIZED OVERTIME, AND AUTHC 3IZED LEAVE.

R • I

< .SIGNATURE OF fcfoPLOYEE
^
/

SIGNATUR DATEF SUPERVISOR

PERSONNEL OFFICE USE ONLY
(Processing of Authorized Overtimo Worked)

Pay at 1- Vi Time:

A - Annual
FS - Family Sick
RC - Reg Comp (used)
SP - Spec Comp (Used)
SHC - Spec Hoi Comp (Used)
ADM - Admin-Military
UNLWOP - Unauth. LWOP
ADN - Admin-NatlGd.
Education No-Pay
D - Disability
H - Holiday

LEAVE LEGEND

51 S - Sick
TIC - Reg Comp (Earn)
SC - Spec Comp (Earn)
SHC - Spec Hoi Comp (Earn)
AD - Admin-Othar
LWOP - Author. LWOP
WC - Worker's Comp
PH - Personal Holiday
Date Used

ADF - Adm-Family

5253 5454 - 55RESERVED 55 7070 5657 58
59 60
61 66
63
65 80
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
ATTENDANCE AND LEAVE REPORT

H

SECTIO I I

Bureau/Section:•-Name: *Career Service
SMS
SES

Included

MS** * Excluded

Social Set irity Number: Normal Hours of Work: Approved Alternate
Work Schedule8* -S>New Employee

Date Employeed

Class Titli : Position Number: Pay Period:

98681Terminated
Employee 9389Date Terminated From: To:

* Included jmployees must be paid 1- ^/times for all hours worked over 40 hours in one workweek. All leave request approvals are on the condition thet the number of hours granted will be adjusted
Excluded Career Service employees will be credited with Regular Compensatory Leav^ on an hour for hour b

of the pay period to an

t tthe end of l a workweek to ensure the
for all requi - d hours worked over 80 hdurs in the pay period total. All leave request approvals are on the condition that the number of hours granted will be adjusted at the ethe employ? J meets the 80 hour pay period total /

ployee meets the 40 hour workweek total.— «
f. ....SECTIO 1 II \ . .

MIL77 ?' h93 87 O9 9-9 9/o 2/L28£* WORKWEEK
TOTAL M. * *WORKWEEK

TOTAL
PAYD, TE

PERIOD
TOTAL

/ iS A TFR1 SLJN MON XiiE WFH THUS SUNFBI S A ' MON TUF WFO TH1JRX 3 3 2-i-
e® lb 37

f

(9 tl) 83Hours Wc Kod
/

37 (o
Authorizes Leave
Taken (He jrs end
Codes) ’ 82 39

: //f/89T’/r̂ Ar*" Sz-OAdrfimistr tive Leave and/or Overtime Worked (Reason)
' ' r

* /
WED Tytf'REPORT ANdflT REM*E$ENTS'A TRUE AND CORRECT RECORD OF REGULAR HOUR^WoRKED

X> i?

I HEREB^. :1iERTIRY THAT I HAVE REVI , AUTHORIZED OVERTIME, AND AUTHORIZED LEAVr-'V'! -i y '' O'?//
DATE

C --? •x*’* '•s

/SIGNATURE'OF EMPLOYEE' i SIGNATURE OF SUPERVISOR DATE /7

i/n
PERSONNEL OFFICE USE ONLY

(Processing of Authorized Overtime Worked)

Pay at Time:

A - Annual
FS - Family Sick
RC - Reg Comp (used)
SP - Spec Comp (Used)
SHC - Spec Hoi Comp (Used)
ADM - Admin-Military
UNLWOP * Unauth.LWOP
ADN - AdmirvNatIGd.
Education No-Pay
D - Disability
H - Holiday

LEAVE LEGEND

5251 S - Sick
RC - Reg Comp (Earn)
SC - Spec Comp (Earn)
SHC - Spec Hoi Comp (Earn)
AD - Admin-Other
LWOP - Author. LWOP
WC - Worker'e Comp
PH - Personal Holiday

Date Used _»
ADF - Adm-Family

5453
5554
70RESERVED 55
5670
5857

59 60
61 66
S3

8065

i

Personnel Copy - White Employee Copy - Yellow
ATTENDANCE AND LEAVE REPORT DUE IN PERSONNEL BY NOON FRIDAY
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

TextBookDiscrimination.com is not the author of these public 

documents. Instead, TextBookDiscrimination.com merely re-printed 

and reformatted them for easier use. 

 

ORIGINAL SOURCE 

# Item Link 

1 Original Source FCHR.MyFlorida.com 

2 Secondary Source DOAH.State.FL.US 

 

INTERACTIVE VERSION 

# Item Link 

1 Web TextBookDiscrimination.com/Reports/PFR/ 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

E: TextBookDiscrimination@gmail.com 

W: www.TextBookDiscrimination.com 

 

 

Congratulations! You’re now booked up on these ‘Petitions for 

Relief’ that are pertinent to civil rights litigation! 

https://www.textbookdiscrimination.com/
https://fchr.myflorida.com/
https://doah.state.fl.us/
https://textbookdiscrimination.com/Reports/PFR/Index.html
mailto:TextBookDiscrimination@gmail.com
https://www.textbookdiscrimination.com/
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